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The Village Gathering

Every Wednesday Night - 6 pm - 7 pm  
Reading from A Course in Miracles

7 pm - 8:30 pm Lecture and Discussion
with Rosalie Bianco

Happiness comes from a Well of Love so deep 
that it is inexhaustible. Accessing that Well is easy 
once you discover the secrets to life that are bur-
ied in your own soul. The willingness to know your 
True Self will lead You to the treasures that are 
found in your own refl ection. 

Join me on Wednesday nights and together we 
will bring the teachings of A Course in Miracles to 
life – to your life and mine.  

See you there.

  Rosalie

Sunday Evening Programs
 6 pm to 7:30 pm

Mar 2  Sunday Night Alive! 
SNA features humorous sketches which compel
us to examine our world, our lives and our hearts. 
Energized with live music and guest singers, SNA 
is a fun, once a month Spiritual evening out! 
Don’t miss it! Check our website frequently for
short segments of SNA.

Mar 9 Sunday Night 
Concert with Greg Tamblyn
$10 in adv.; $15 at door

Mar 16 Sunday Night
Conversations with 
Father Kent who joins 
Rev. Paula Langguth Ryan to 
talk about The Common Ground of At-One-Ment: 
Catholicism and ACIM

Mar 23 Sunday Night Special Event: 
Easter Program with Rev. Paula; Resurrecting 
Your Inner Christ

Mar 30 Sunday Night Conversations with 
Sigfredo Acosta-Perez and musical impresario 
Coco Ramos

Apr 6 Sunday Night Alive!  

The Gathering is not just a place but rather the coming together of 
a group of people who are determined to see Love instead of fear in every 
situation. Grounded in the teachings of A Course In Miracles and open to 

the exploration of all spiritual paths, we gather to join in Spirit, examine our 
beliefs, and take joyful responsibility for our choices and experiences.

“Teach only love, for that is what you are..”
                  —  A Course in Miracles

Visit our website for a full 
Schedule of Events.

www.TheVillageGathering.com  

Rosalie Bianco

A Course in Miracles
Tuesday Night - 7 pm - 8:30 pm 

Reading and Discussion Group

Greg Tamblyn

Special Event:
Mar 1 Transcending Divorce ceremony with 
Kaye and Jervais Phillips, honoring where we are 
divorced from others, ourselves and Spirit.
9 am - noon; $15.

The Village Gathering
6 Rosa L. Jones Blvd. ❖ Cocoa Village, FL ❖ 321-617-9005



386-228-3209  •  Cassadaga

PSYCHIC READINGS
Telephone or In Person

By appointment only

386-228-3209  

Albert Bowes is a REAL psychic detective who has worked with local and national 
law enforcement agencies.  Visit him online at  www.psychicconsultant.org

Rev. Albert J. BowesRev. Albert J. Bowes

Accuracy scientifi cally 
proven

Albert has been a 
professional psychic 

for 35 years.  He offers 
a unique, scientifi cally 
proven service that has 
amazed and changed 

peoples lives.  An 
Ordained Minister and 
Certifi ed Psychic from 

Cassadaga, FL, Albert has 
a unique gift that allows 
him to develop a sincere 
empathy with his clients 
. He uses this gift to give 

people gentle but fi rm 
guidance into knowing 

themselves better. 

 Complete Personal Readings   
This means several subjects not just one or two. The questions should be the 
how, why, when, where, which type of question, not “yes” or “no” questions. 
These questions should relate to the information you seek and the items you 
bring. The questions are to be written down with space between for you to make 
notes.  He does not permit recording. As the reading progresses, other questions 
will come to mind and you may ask these also. Questions are not shown to him, 
they are for you to use during the reading. All questions must be asked during 
your reading.

Gather up to 10 items that relate to the information you are seeking. The best 
are photographs but may be photos in brochures, advertisements, or printed 
from the internet.  They should be clear and large enough to see the face and 
eyes. If you are seeking information about career, buying or selling or other 
matters that have documents connected to them, bring documents (resumes, 
manuscripts, ect) .  Group photos may be used for questions about one person 
or more than one per person.

When you arrive, be careful NOT to mention anything about yourself or the 
people, places, events or things that are connected to the information you seek 
in the reading. You are limited to the number of items you bring, but you are NOT 
limited to the number of questions you may ask. You ask as many as it takes to 
get the information you seek. Questions should be specifi c not vague or general.

CREDENTIALS:  
Albert was the subject of the internationally published book “VISIONS  OF TIME”, to make the world aware of the scientifi c possibilities for using psychic gifts. Albert’s 
gifts have been validated by double-blind testing by a University Professor in a four-year research project.  Albert’s work has included successful projects with NASA & 
the FBI, to working on academic projects, to fi nding missing persons and sunken ships.  

He has worked with a wide variety of professionals, including Archeologists, Research Scientists, Detectives, Doctors, Surgeons, Oil Companies, and many other 
individuals, both professional and private.   He is the founder of The Society for Holistic Living, which advocates the incorporation of Body, Mind and Spirit, work-
ing toward completeness in life. He has taught University level Parapsychology 1 & 2 for the University of Florida, and his Anthropology work is still being taught in 
Universities.  

He was also a Project Manager and Lecturer for the Edgar Cayce Foundation and their Association for Research and Enlightenment.    Albert also hosted a 
year-long TV show, “Society of Holistic Healing” on TV Channel 3, and has made appearances by invitation on “The  Carol Nelson Show”, on WFTV Channel 9 in 
Orlando, and “PM  MAGAZINE” WCPX Channel 6.  Albert was invited to Russia to study the paranormal, where he worked with a team of Psychics, Researchers and 
Scientists.   



DIRECTIONS TO US:   
I-95 exit 72, follow Eau Gallie Blvd (518) to 
Wickham Rd & go left on Wickham Road, 
then left on Trimble.  Trimble is north of 
Eau Gallie Cswy, south of Aurora.   

Sunday Services 9:15am & 11am
If you enjoy The Secret and Law of Attraction, you’ll enjoy Unity of Melbourne

Rev. Beth Head 
welcomes you

1745 Trimble Road
321.254.0313

New Thought Teachings in Practical Christianity
www.unityofmelbourne.com

Stop in and 

see if what 

we offer 

nourishes 

your soul...

Our Sunday 
Our Sunday 

musicians ROCK!
musicians ROCK!!

SUNDAY MARCH 9TH 9:15 & 11AM
TOM ROUTZONG & STEVEN SKELLY

Tom Routzong & Steven Skelley are the authors 
of Positive Refl ections: Inspiring Thoughts & 

Photographs From Around The World. 

 “Working with this positive project, gave me time to re-
fl ect back on my life over the last ten years and KNOW 
that the way I approached challenges was the reason I 
am now able to enjoy seeing the world and am enjoying 
my life to the fullest! I can only hope you enjoy Positive 

Refl ections as much as I have.” Thomas Routzong 

“Even in the toughest times, a positive mindset today 
and a hopeful view of tomorrow make all the difference! 
Writing Positive Refl ections refreshed that belief in me 
and helped me see the world in a new light. I hope it 

does the same for you.” Steven Skelley

 CHAKRA ALIGNMENT MEDITATION
CRYSTAL SINGING BOWLS

Saturday, March 15th 7-9pm
Revs. Janet and Robert Buck.

Increase and rejuvenate your life force energy 
fi eld and creative spirit energies.  Awaken the 
Body’s natural healing intelligence.  Activate 
the perfect blueprint of spiritual well-being.  

Enhance your sense of self worth, peace and 
empowerment.  Love Offering.

AUTHOR BOOK SIGNING
SUNDAY, MARCH 16TH

Various authors will have their books available 
for you to explore between our services.

WOMEN’S RETREAT MAY 30 – JUNE 1
CANTERBURY RETREAT CENTER, OVIEDO

Join women from Florida area Unity churches as we join 
together for spiritual renewal, 

music, fun and fellowship.  
Space is limited.  Cost $300 

per person, which includes all 
meals, accommodations, and 
workshops.  $100 due March 
15th, April 15th and May 15th.  

EASTER SERVICES
GOOD FRIDAY SERVICE – MARCH 21st at 

7:00 pm.  This evening will include special music, 
meditation, communion and refl ection on the Good 

Friday experience.

EASTER SUNRISE SERVICE 
– MARCH 23RD at 6:45 am.  

Join us in our Unity Park for this 
special, sacred way of greeting 
Easter morning.  (Remember to 

bring a jacket or light wrap.)

EASTER SUNDAY SERVICES 
– MARCH 23RD at 9:15 and 11:00 am.  The Eas-
ter message is “The Father Within.”  We will 

have fl owers and affi rmations for our 
adults at all services.  

EASTER EGG HUNT – MARCH 
23RD at 11:00 am.  Our children 
will have an Easter lesson and 

Easter Egg Hunt during our 
11:00 am service.

HOLY HUMOR SUNDAY – MARCH 30 at 9:15 and 
11:00 am.  We celebrate with delight 

this Sunday full of humor and fun.  
The practice of Holy Humor Sunday 

following Easter Sunday is an ancient 
Christian tradition. 

TUESDAYS 7PN
MARCH 25 - MAY 6TH

SACRED ABUNDANCE 
REV. ROBIN REITER

Experience phenomenal abun-
dance in every area of your life!  
Learn how to “Give up Hope” 
(in a good way!), apply the 

“Bumblebee Principle” and “Lighten Your Load”.  
You will learn to live spiritual principles in a more 
profound way than ever before!  Love Offering.

DEPOSIT DUE BY 
MARCH 15TH

Join Rev. Beth & 
Unity Church Of  

Melbourne for the ACADEMY 
FOR PEACE OF COSTA RICA 
TOUR Oct 24th - Nov 3rd, 

2008 • Tour Price is $2,696 For 
info see www.unityofmelbourne.com 
or call Susan Miller at 925-210-7357  

SUNDAYS
9:15 and 11:00 AM   Sunday Services    
Child care at 9:15 and Sunday School at 11:00 AM

4:30 PM Healing Services  (Love Offering)

Reiki Healing  March 2nd at 4:30 PM with Lloyd
Pranic Healing March 30th at 4:30 PM

MONDAYS   7PM  Unleash Your Creativity with Debbie 
Abram  321-636-6252 Suggested $10

TUESDAYS  Noon Prayer service open to all.

THURSDAYS 
10 AM  Your Owner’s Manual with Darlene Capinha.  
12 PM                      Noon Prayer service open to all

7 PM  The Celestine Prophecy w/Fred Goodnight $10

FRIDAYS 7 PM  Game Night  Join us for board games!



HORIZONS MAGAZINE is distributed FREE each month to 300+ 
bookstores and health food stores throughout Florida, as well as by subscription.   
HORIZONS is designed to inspire, educate and entertain those who are exploring the 
body/mind connection and seeking spiritual solutions to everyday life.  Please write us 
with your comments.     

Article submission: You may submit articles of 200-900 words on any area of personal 
growth and practical spirituality to HorizonsMagazine@aol.com, along with a 50 
word bio telling who you are and how to contact you.  Time sensitive articles must 
be submitted 4-5 months in advance.  Any article that promotes a particular person, 
product, service or event is considered an ad and is paid for as an ad.   

The views expressed in Horizons Magazine are those of the authors and not necessarily 
those of its publisher or advertisers.   We do not necessarily endorse the ideas or 
products of our advertisers, but we honor their right to offer them.    We reserve the right 
to edit material for space and content.  Horizons Magazine © 1997 Andrea de Michaelis
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  And the day came 
when the risk to remain 
tight in a bud was more 
painful...  than the risk it 
took to blossom.                
                        Anais Nin

Horizons thanks 
everyone willing
 to take the risk



By Rev. Tom Sannar
www.new-thought.org/    Email oneheart@roadrunner.com

1.      Recognition - God Is First.  I recognize that there is 
an Infi nite Power and Presence greater than I am.  This  
Presence is on purpose and knows the answers to all of  my 
questions and has the ability and the willingness to fulfi ll 
all of  my desires.     

2.      Unifi cation.    I unify my consciousness with the 
consciousness of  God.  I am willing in total faith and 
trust to allow Spirit to guide me and direct me in my daily 
affairs.

3. Willingness To Change.  I am willing to assess my life, 
to honestly look at and face all my fears.

4.  Dominion.  I take dominion and responsibility for my 
life.   I give up blame and  judgment.  I accept myself  and 
all others.

5.      I  Live On Principle.   I know that I am a Spiritual 
Being.  I live my life with honesty and integrity.

6.      I  Live On Purpose.    I am willing to commit to the 
process of  purposeful living.  As I discover my purpose and 
live it with courage, I am transformed.

7.      Forgiveness.   I forgive myself  for any past mistakes 
and I forgive all others who I think have harmed me.

8.      Positively Present.    I maintain a positive attitude, 
regardless of  what is occurring in my life.  I  know that 
behind every seeming crisis, there is opportunity for good.     

9.      Persistence.   I persist through faith.  I maintain focus 
and discipline.

10.    Service.   I know 
that the fl oodgates of  
opportunity open wide 
by my giving myself  in 
unconditional service to 
others.     

11.  Gratitude.    I am 
grateful for my life and all 
aspects of  my life. I see all 
people as the goodness of  
Spirit in form.

12. Tithing.   I come to 
understand and embody the principle of  tithing, so that I 
freely and unconditionally give one tenth of  my time, my 
treasure, and my talent to my spiritual source.

12 Steps of 12 Steps of 
Spiritual FreedomSpiritual Freedom
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Ad size              1 month     3 months*            6 months*

Mail ad with payment to
HORIZONS MAGAZINE
575 Escarole Street SE

Palm Bay, FL 32909-4802

Classifi eds $1.50 per word.       page 14
Phone Directory $5 per line.     page 23
Calendar $.30 per word.            page 35 

Display Advertising Rates
Small Strip Ad      $ 50 $ 40  $ 30
Business card $ 90 $ 75  $ 65
1/4 page         $180 $150  $125
1/3 page         $200 $175  $150
1/2 page         $300 $250  $220
1/2 on pgs 44, 45     $350 $300  $250*horoscopes

Full page        $400     $350    $300
Back page incl. color $625 $565  $475
Inside back $525 $465  $400 color
Inside front $550   $485    $425 color
Page 3  $550     $485  $425 color
Page 4  $450 400  $350
Front cover  $900 (Restrictions apply)

COLOR  ADD 25%          *You must prepay to get discounted rate
Example: Business card for 6 months is $390 prepaid

      Full page ad for 6 months is $1,800 prepaid   

We accept 
all credit 
cards and 

PayPal 
online

Best Ad Rates & Widest Distribution 
of any spiritual growth magazine in Florida.    

We‛re distributed monthly to 300+ bookstores and 
health food stores all over Florida, as well as by 

private subscription. See pages 23-26 to see where 
HORIZONS MAGAZINE is distributed

For good advertising results, studies show it takes 
a reader 3-4 times seeing a new ad before it is 

noticed and acted on.  By the 4th ad, 
readers begin to call.

Payment is due by the 10th with your ad.

Display Ad Sizes
.
Full page ad is 7.25” wide by 9.5” tall
1/2 page 4.25” tall by 7.25” wide or 9” tall by 3.5” wide
1/3 page 2.8” tall by 7.25” wide or 9” tall by  2.3” wide
1/4 page 3.5” wide by 4.25” tall
Business card ad is 2” by 3.5”
Small strip ad is 1” x 3.5”

321-722-2100
Email us at HorizonsMagazine@aol.com

NEW - SPONSOR OUR WEBSITE FOR 
ONE MONTH FOR JUST $220



ello and welcome to the March 2008 issue of 
Horizons Magazine.  Happy Spring Equinox!  
Time for planning and celebrating new begin-
nings.  Also perfect timing for this month‛s 

editorial, and - as always - all the names below have been 
changed. The two questions I‛m most being asked right now 
are “How can I increase my business?” and “How do I choose 
the ‘right‛ teacher?”  Both have to do with renewal!  And I 
can answer both with my personal story.  

Now my criteria may be stricter than most because I know 
how energy works and I am MEGA aware of karmic implica-
tions.  There are a lot of different types of spiritual and 
metaphysical classes being offered and - as with everything 
else - you will attract those that you most need at the time.  
The fi rst thing I look at is not the credentials, not the busi-
ness license.  It‛s not how much schooling someone has had or 

Yes!  I want to receive Horizons Magazine at my own front door!               Page 7

This month’s This month’s 
thoughts thoughts 

about about 
things...things...

Andrea de Michaelis
Publisher

“In the company of one who is living 
Love, you can‛t help but spring into 
that Love.”  - Sri Sri Ravi Shankar

...continued on page 32...

If you appreciate what Horizons has each month, show your 
support by subscribing, even if your local store carries us.   

 
 We’ll give you 12 monthly issues of Horizons Magazine for just $26 ($48 overseas.)  Charge it to Visa, 
MasterCard or American Express.  FILL OUT THIS FORM OR CALL  321-722-2100, and the next 
issue of Horizons Magazine will be at your door early each month.   You may fax 321-722-0266, email 

HorizonsMagazine@aol.com or mail to 575 Escarole St SE Palm Bay, FL 32909-4802.
 
 Please send me ____ subscription(s) at $26 each.      I enclose my check or money order ___ OR
Charge $____ to my credit card.   The number is _________ _________ _________ ________ 
The expiration date is : ____________    Email address:  _____________________________

Mail my subcription to: Name _____________________________________Phone ______________ 
Address :_____________________________________________________   Apt No.______ 
City ________________________________ State _____  Zip Code  ___________________

GET THE 
SPIRIT!

even how many years they have been practicing it.  It‛s how 
they treat the ones closest to them.  It‛s their relationship 
score sheet.  It‛s how they honor and respect their peers.  
It‛s how much integrity they have in personal matters.  It‛s 
how honest they are in business dealings.  It‛s in how much 
gossip they spread.  It‛s in how critical or allowing they 
are of the ones closest to them.  I can get all the techni-
cal details of metaphysical lessons for free on the internet, 
but there‛s value in having a personal teacher who can help 
accelerate growth.  The key is to fi nd/attract a teacher who 
is clear.  All the while realizing you will only attract someone 
who is as clear as you are :)

 Jane and John are personal friends who are married 
partner entrepreneurs with several home businesses outside 
Tallahassee.  John works their internet business from home 
while he watches their 3 small children, and he also handles 
the domestic duties.  Jane fi rst came to me last year seeking 
to increase their business, and wasn‛t prepared for what I 
told her.  In addition to being a bank offi cer, Jane is also a 
home minister and teacher of spiritual principles.  One thing 
Jane does constantly and without realizing it is be critical 
of John in front of friends, students and clients.  Just last 
weekend before class someone asked for coffee and Jane 
remarked “John didn‛t make coffee yet.  John should have 
made coffee by now.”  That remark (and that thought) was 
not necessary.  That thought means you are not in the Here 

SUBSCRIBE TODAYSUBSCRIBE TODAY
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...continued on page 28...

Abraham is a group of nonphysical 
teachers, speaking their broader  
perspective through Esther Hicks.   
Esther & Jerry Hicks  are authors of 
Ask & It Is Given, The Amazing Power 
of Deliberate Intent and the NY Times 
Best Seller, The Law of Attraction and 
their newest dvd, The Secret Behind 
“The Secret”!  www.abraham-hicks.com.   

Should He Submit to Diagnostic 
Medical Tests?

Guest: I have a homeopathically oriented doctor who‛s 
aware of Energy; he‛s a good doctor. Recently I went to a rou-
tine checkup, and he said, “You know, you‛re looking good, but we 
had a mutual friend who had created cancer for himself. Why 
don‛t we do some blood tests on you?” And I haven‛t decided to 
do it. 

Abraham: Well, here‛s the criteria. “Do I take this test 
from a locked on or locked off position?” If a doctor gives you 
a test when you‛re locked off, the results will be very different 
than the test he gives you when you‛re locked on. You take the 
test and you call it reality. And we say it was a snapshot of a 
moment in time, and it doesn‛t have anything to do with anything 
except where you were in that moment. Except, once you get 
the test, you focus upon it more. As you focus upon it more, it 
holds you in that vibration longer. As it holds you in that vibra-
tion longer -- you disallow the Well-being longer. As you disal-
low the Well-being longer, then there is another test. In other 
words, we would not take the fi rst test. 

Guest: Why do I need to take it? If I know that the way I 
need to show up in life is to be as locked on as I can -- choose 
the thought that feels better -- why do I need to take it, in the 
fi rst place? 

Abraham: Because his vibration might be more dominant 
in the moment. He might have more Energy revved up around 
necessity of tests...  So let‛s put this in a very clear place: Does 

the idea of the test lock me on or lock me off?  You‛ve invested 
so much in this, you might as well have taken the test. And we 
want these to be quicker decisions. We don‛t want you to strug-
gle, because the test, in and of itself, is a non-issue. The tests, 
or even what they might produce, in terms of results, are non-
issues. Even if the tests said, you‛ve got 14 things that people 
die from, it‛s a non-issue. Because all that is, is a registering of 
whether you‛re locked on or locked off, in the moment. 

If you have some negative emotion and you don‛t realize 
what it means -- so you don‛t reach for a thought that feels 
better and allow the Energy to fl ow -- don‛t worry about it, the 
negative emotion‛s going to get bigger. And if you still don‛t rec-
ognize it, it will get bigger. Until eventually there is something 
tangible, something measurable, that is still only an indication of 
being locked off your signal. 

It wouldn‛t matter to us; it wouldn‛t matter to you, either, 
if you‛d come back and said, “I went to the most renowned 
doctor tester of physical bodies in the world and he‛s giving 
me these horrible results,” we would say, “Well, what‛s that 
got to do with anything?” You say, “Well Abraham, don‛t you 
understand, according to these tests I‛m really sick.” And we 
say, “No. According to these tests you‛re really locked off your 
signal. Choose another thought, and get locked back on -- and all 
of that will go away.” You say, “Oh, but I don‛t think I want to 
get locked on. I think I would rather study the results of these 
tests for a really long time, and continue to use them as my 
excuse...”  Do you get the sense of what we are talking about? 

The health test, the snapshot in time, does not matter 
-- because in the next moment you can lock back onto your signal 
and allow the Well-being to fl ood back into your experience. 
Where you are is only the platform from which you desire and 
then allow. And that‛s why you can never get it wrong, because in 
the next moment you have a different desire, a more emphatic 
desire, a more specifi cally focused desire, which you have the 
ability to allow. You just have to get it that you have the ability 
to allow -- and that allowing always feels good. 

So then, all that other stuff that people are all worried 
about becomes inconsequential. The only question is, “Does it 
lock me on or does it lock me off?” Period. 

 The range of thought you hold is the range of thought 
that you hold. And you do not have access to those bright 
happy fl uffy thoughts when you are messing around in resistant 
thoughts that are depressing or angry in nature. So the best 
you can do is just reach for the least angry thought that you can 
fi nd. But you‛re not going to fi nd a joyful thought in your range. 
Law of Attraction says that it is not possible. So you reach for 
the best feeling thought that you can fi nd, and it‛s not that 
much better than the worst feeling thought, in reality -- but 
there is a distinction between the worst thought and a better 
feeling thought. 

So as you fi nd a better feeling thought and you deliberately 
focus upon it (or even put your brain on pause for a moment 
while your vibration catches up with the higher vibration) that 
better feeling thought will then be the mid-range thought, and 
the terrible thought, now, is slightly out of range, and a little 
bit better feeling thought is in range. So now you reach for the 
best feeling thought, and even though it‛s not all that great, it 

abraham-hicksabraham-hicks 

www.spiritualpathfound.org 
Email spiritualpath@bellsouth.net and 

Spiritweaver at www.spiritweavershaman.org321-951-8774

Available for 
private sessions:

 
• Reiki treatments 

• Shamanic Healing  
• Regressions 
• Counseling in 

person or by phone

Spiritual Path 
Foundation

What you are to be, 
you are now becoming



...continued on page 31...
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Hearing Your Angels by Karen Talcott
Angel Intuitive/Psychic • Certifi ed Medium 


 www.HearingYourAngels.com   

561 314-5832                HearingAngels@aol.com
“Specializing in Personal Guardian Angel Messages”

As written in “Tantra: The Art of Conscious Loving”©

Charles and Caroline Muir are teachers of Tantra yoga and their 
approach to sexuality incorporates spirituality as well as an honest 
affi nity for pleasure. They have been reviewed by many magazines 
and newspapers and have appeared on national radio and televi-
sion as tantric sex experts.  Charles will be in the Tampa Bay area 
April 18-20, 2008 to teach Beginner‛s Tantra. Learn more at www.
sourcetantra.com.

ncient Tantra is a spiritual system in which sexual 
love is a sacrament. We are not teachers of ancient 
tantric traditions and rituals, but we have developed 
a system based on tantric philosophical concepts and 

techniques that we have found applicable in our life and in 
the lives of our students. It is a system that can elevate a 
couple‛s relationship to the level of art.
 Unfortunately, and contrary to what we would like to 
believe, we are not born naturally good at sex or at rela-
tionships. Few of us have benefi ted from a formal educa-
tion in sexuality or sexual love. Even though we are children 
of the sexual revolution, we are still largely conditioned by 
belief systems that may have instilled in us guilt or fear or 
insecurity or shame. Such negative imprints, although they 
may reside quietly in the subconscious and cause only minor 
or occasional disturbances, rarely allow us to journey into 
the spiritual potential of sexual love. Tantra can help us 
do just that because a spiritual goal is as important to the 
tantric couple as their love.
 In our workshops and seminars, we use techniques that 
we have developed from some of the ancient tantric les-
sons. These techniques are designed for the uninitiated, 
for the beginner. We share them with love and with deep 
respect for the potential for pleasure, for healing, and for 
the spiritual growth they can provide. We hope you will 
share with us our excitement over how extraordinarily well 
suited to our modern age and culture these ancient Eastern 
lessons are. They are important tools for today‛s couples 
who are searching for a signifi cantly different way of 
relating to each other, couples who want to sustain love and 
sexual passion for a lifetime together. Tantric sex does 
not promise instant results; it not a “one-minute” technique 
for achieving sexual prowess. But for couples who want to 
enrich their relationship, it can release a particular kind 
of energy that can bring about harmony between them and 
increase their sexual pleasure and intimacy. In sum, tantric 
sex can create an extraordinary partnership.
 Couples today are looking for a commitment from each 
other, but a special kind of commitment—one that contains 
a spiritual as well as a physical element and emotional and 

Tantra as a Tantra as a 
healing healing 
artart

psychological aspects as well as material ones. Now, as we 
approach the turning of another century, men and women 
seem to want to face life together. This may be the start 
of the “we” generation, a generation that desires an end to 
the battle of the sexes and the beginning of a new form 
of relationship in which partners work together as a team 
to satisfy needs, uplift one another, and journey together 
toward personal growth and sexual and spiritual fulfi llment.
 A passionate partnership not only needs the nourishment 
sexual energy provides, it also needs maintenance--con-
scious maintenance. We believe that as much care, thought-
fulness, and attention should be paid to a relationship as 
to a career, a family, or a cause. Unfortunately, this is not 
a popular concept. More popular, but less realistic, is the 
theory that love, having visited itself upon us, is here to 
stay; that a relationship, once established, will operate on 
automatic, will be self-sustaining, and will not interfere with 
the partners getting on with their individual lives. Further-
more, couples expect their relationship to augment and 
complement them professionally, creatively, socially, and 
economically. That‛s a lot to ask of a coupledom; but in fact 
a loving relationship can provide nourishment in all areas of 
life. It can generate energy enough not only for itself but 
also for work, family, friends, and hobbies. But this doesn‛t 
happen by magic. A relationship is like a garden. If it‛s not 
watered, weeded, pruned, fertilized --cared for--its yield 
suffers. If it‛s untended, it goes to seed. One of the main 
reasons relationships deteriorate is that the partners ne-
glect them.
 Men and women today look for similar things in a rela-
tionship and they desire them to similar degrees. We want 
psychological security from one another; we want to be able 
to trust one another; we want to support one another, emo-
tionally as much as economically; we want to share similar 
experiences, to be playmates as well as responsible part-
ners; we want to improve ourselves through our relationship 
and we hope that the relationship will improve with us; and 
truly, we want to love one another for a lifetime together.

A Company of Angels
277 N. Marion Avenue277 N. Marion Avenue

Downtown Lake CityDowntown Lake City
386-752-5200386-752-5200

10 to 6 Mon-Sat

We have Heather’s Herbs & Ann’s Oils & Crafts 
in with A Compnay of Angels now! Beautiful 

stones, fairies, dragons, jewelry, herbs, more!
 March happenings...Holistic Health Fair, 

Classes, Blood Drive
April happenings...Aura Photos!  April 4th & 5th
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Lori Grear is a feng shui consultant, speaker, author and teacher. Her newest book, “Dear Empress”is 
available on the web at www.empressfengshui.com/ 

TIBNBOJD DFSFNPOZ
iin the Tradition of the Yachakkuna Imbaburaq
(Shamans 0f Imbabura) Lineage of the Caras

from the Andes of Ecuador

OF F E R I N G CE R E M O N I E S F O R CL E A N S I N G &
BA L A N C I N G; GO O D FO R T U N E; SO U L MI S S I O N

A N D Y O U R TR U E SE L F; AL L I E S, GU I D E S, TO T E M S;
EN E R G E T I C IN T E G R A T I O N & FR A G M E N T A T I O N;

PR O T E C T I O N.

321.684.2555

tom@allipacha.com www.allipacha.com

Tom Arcuti
YACHAK SHAMAN OF IMBABURA

My situation is as follows, we purchased our home 
5 years ago from my mom. My dad died unexpect-
edly last year, the house was to big for her.  Well 
we have had nothing but bad luck since then; from 
health issues, to money issues, to car issues. Every 

time we turn around something is going wrong.  We have 
recently torn up the old carpet and had laminate fl oors laid 
down. We had an opening like a window put in, so when you 
walk in the front door you look through the opening which is 
the kitchen to the outside back yard.  Well, still more bad 
luck, my son‛s car of a month old, has had a new transmission, 
and now the fl oor of the backseat passenger side is soaking 
wet from the recent rain. This is just another issue that has 
happened and I am at my breaking point. It is constant and 
I know life happens, but I have never experienced bad luck 
like this! 

      The   The 
SPIRITUALIST CHAPELSPIRITUALIST CHAPEL

OF MELBOURNEOF MELBOURNE
with Rev. John Rogers

1924 Melody Lane Melbourne 

SUNDAYS 10am-11:30am
Everyone Welcome!

321-733-1555
2nd Sunday of month  Noon-2pm

MEDIUM’S DAYMEDIUM’S DAY  
Open to the publicOpen to the public  

 $15 for 15 minute reading
Also available will be

 Snacks • Massage Therapy  • Healing by donations

Visit us online at www.spirit-chapel.org

You need to space clear immediately.  Begin burning 
sage throughout the house, then place a bowl of sea 
salt in each of the 4 corners of the house (inside), 
then sprinkle sea salt around the perimeter of the 

property.  This will energetically shift the house‛s energy a 
bit.  

The problem is the energy comes in, and rushes back out 
the rear doors...this is the reason for the health and money 
and probably even the car issues.  You must either hang a 
crystal between the front and rear doors, or use the tradi-
tional cure of hanging a bamboo fl ute horizontally above the 
lanai doors.  THis will resolve the massive energy drain you 
are experiencing.  
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From the HeartFrom the Heart
Alan Cohen is the author of many popular inspi-
rational books, including The Dragon Doesn‛t Live 
Here Anymore and his new bestseller Don‛t Get 
Lucky ― Get Smart.  Join Alan for his life-chang-
ing Life Mastery Training in Fiji, July 20-27, 
2008. For information on this program or others, 
or to receive Alan‛s free daily inspirational quote 
and monthly newsletter, visit www.alancohen.com, 
email info@alancohen.com, or phone 1�800�568-
3079.

Sunday Mornings 
Lessons In Truth
Sunday Service 10:30am
Call for classes & meetings.  

Private counseling & 
healing sessions 

available by appointment

(904) 384-7268
www.thecosmicchurchoftruth.net

The Cosmic 
Church of Truth

1637 Hamilton Street
Jacksonville, FL 32210

Simple Success
  
usiness mogul Warren Buffet, the second richest 
man in the world, recently donated $31 billion to 
charity.  In a CNBC interview, Mr. Buffet talked 
about his life and revealed his secrets for success. 

Here are some of the shocking facts:

 He still lives in the same, small 3-bedroom house in mid-
town Omaha that he bought after he got married 50 years 
ago. He says that he has everything he needs in that house. 
His house does not have a wall or a fence. 

      He drives his own car everywhere and does not have a 
driver or security people around him.

      He never travels by private jet, although he owns the 
world‛s largest private jet company.

 His company, Berkshire Hathaway, owns 63 companies. 
He writes only one letter each year to the CEOs of these 
companies, giving them goals for the year. He never holds 
meetings or calls them on a regular basis. He has given his 
CEO‛s only two rules: 
Rule number 1: Do not lose any of your shareholder‛s money. 
Rule number 2: Do not forget rule number 1.

  He does not socialize with the high society crowd. His 
pastime after he gets home is to make himself some pop-
corn and watch television.

 Bill Gates, the world‛s richest man, met Warren Buf-
fet for the fi rst time only fi ve years ago. Bill Gates did not 
think he had anything in common with Mr. Buffet. So he 
scheduled his meeting for only a half hour. But when Gates 
met him, the meeting lasted for ten hours and Bill Gates 
became a devotee of Warren Buffet.

You Can Heal Your Life Workshop
Based on the best seller book by Louise Hay

Make your reservation today! Space is Limited
www.verahennessy.com

Vera Hennessy   321-600-0827

Learn to understand your 
family dynamics and barriers 
to Love, Success and Wealth

Let’s have a Seance
A night of  Spirit Communication

Come communicate with your loved ones in the 
spirit world thru an evening of table tipping.

Ask your loved ones questions and watch in
 amazement as spirit lovingly moves and tips the 

table to give “yes” and “no” answers to your 
personal questions.

Come & experience the phenomena for yourself!
For dates, times and locations, please call Dennis Hollin at 

407-721-3396            http://www.orlandopsychic.com

AURA PHOTOS, AURA BIO-FEEDBACK 
Total Body Data System with detailed
interpretations and Visionary Reading 

PATRICE    321-412-4434
WHAT IS AN AURA? The Aura is the energy field
 surrounding people and all living things. Your Aura is 
like a thumbprint of colors, reflecting the complete 
individual energies of the body, mind and spirit.

CALL TO SCHEDULE 
The Herb Corner in Melboure  321-757-7522
Natures’ Call Merritt Sq. Mall 321-986-8735
Hacienda Wellness Center Vero Beach 772-559-5708
Chakra Singing Healing Bowls Friday eves at Hacienda Wellness

...continued on page 30 ...



  Enchanted Gifts for the Mind, Body and Soul

835 East New Haven Avenue
in Historic Downtown Melbourne

(Think Purple)
Open Tuesday thru Saturday

10 am - 6 pm
(These are our temporary winter hrs.)

321 952-6789
“Where Old Melbourne meets the New Age”

“Bye-Bye” Amy Brown... All Amy Brown 
statuary now 30% off - Until gone!

These are all “Retired/Collector” pieces.
(Excluding Garden Puck & Garden Brat)

“A new heaven” is the 
emergence of a 

transformed state of 
human consciousness, 

and “a new earth” is its 
reflection in the 
physical realm.

~~Eckhart Tolle

Don’t Forget!
“Friday Fest”

Family Street Party,
March 14th, 6pm-10pm

Drum Circle
“Down on the Corner!”

Creative Energy Presents:

Author/Astrologer/Parapsychologist

Dikki Jo Mullen
for Astrology and Tarot

Mini Readings
from Noon - 3 PM

on the following dates:

Friday, February 29th
Friday, March 7

Saturday, March 8
Friday, March 14

Saturday, March 15

Prepare for the Spring
 Equinox with a personal 

reading.  Winter is waning 
and spring time draws near.  

Discover what the new 
Easter (Ostara) season 
ahead holds for you!

Our Enchanted Gifts
 include: Crystals, 

gemstones, jewelry, salt 
lamps, drums, didgeridoos, 
singing bowls, books, tarot, 
CDs, candles, incense,  oils, 

herbs, sage, divination 
tools, statuary & altar items, 
belly dance  items, henna, 

tapestries, peace-promoting 
items, Amy Brown + faeries 

and much more!
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Herb CornerHerb Corner
   Cecelia Avitabile of The Herb Corner and Learning Center 
in Melbourne FL is a Certifi ed Holistic Health Practitioner 
with  a Masters of Herbalism degree and over 20 years of  
herbal experience. A member of American Association of 
Drugless Practitioners and the American Herbalist Guild. 
For more information call 321-757-7522

lemon balmlemon balm

lemon scented perennial herb in the mint fam-
ily brought to America by the Europeans for its 

culinary and medicinal uses. Lemon Balm was regarded then 
as a “cure-all” plant for its ability to help heal wounds, 
toothaches, fevers, digestive disorders, insomnia, arthritis, 
headaches and many other ailments.
    Lemon Balm‛s history goes further back than the Early 
Americas; the fi rst centaury philosopher Avicenna said “it 
maketh the heart merry” today herbalists still call Lemon 
Balm “the gladdening herb” for its ability to relieve depres-
sion, anxiety and grief. Students of ancient Greece wore 
Lemon Balm in their hair because they believed it would 
strengthen their mind. In the tenth centaury it was used as 
a medicinal tonic and for cooking by European Monks and by 
Arabian physicians they make Eau de Melisse a very popular 
tranquilizing tonic for raising spirits, anxiety and nervous-
ness.
   Today the leaves, stems, fl owers and its aroma are used 
for its healing properties. The essential or volatile oil has 
a soothing effect on the nervous system; just its scent is 
useful for depression, grief, insomnia, anxiety, ADHD, ten-
sion headaches and neuralgia. The tannins, citronellal and 
eugenol components found in Lemon Balm help to reduce in-
fl ammation and muscle spasms making it good for menstrual 
or abdominal cramps, gas, burping, nausea, diarrhea, and 
other digestive disorders. Plus the eugenol has anesthetic 
properties this is good to know if you get stung by a bee or 
get cut because Lemon Balm not only numbs it helps to fi ght 
off infections. And there are constituents found in Lemon 
Balm that are specifi c towards herpes viruses which can 
cause shingles, chicken pox and cold sores helping to fi ght 
the virus and relieve the nerve pain. 
    A simple tea can be made by infusing 1teaspoon Lemon 
Balm in 8 ounces of boiling water, after steeping 10-15 
minutes strain off the herb and enjoy. This tea can help you 
to calm down and relax after a hectic day or for a better 
nights sleep, it can also be helpful for calming an over-ac-
tive child. Sipping this tea can help you to focus better 
on your studies and calm a nervous stomach if you were 
nervous about taking tests. For an added effect you can 
add Rose Petals, Lavender and Chamomile to your tea for a 
deeper relaxing effect.
   This is a nice herb to use in a bath; to prepare use 1cup 
herb steeped 20 minutes in 2cups of boiling water. After 
your   tub is full add the tea to the tub. As a bath Lemon 
Balm helps you to relax so you can sleep better, it also 
eases abdominal cramps and relieves the pain of shingles.
    Lemon Balm is also useful as a compress or poultice for 
bug bites, cold sores, boils or to enliven the skin.
   I have to agree with Paracelsus Lemon Balm truly is “an 
elixir of life”.

 Hundreds of Organic Bulk Herbs
Custom Blended Herbal Remedies 

Amber, Cobalt & Plastic Bottles
Essential Oils 

Private Consultations

The Herb CornerThe Herb Corner  
and Learning Centerand Learning Center

Certifi ed Master 
Herbalist and 

Holistic Healthcare 
provider on staff

Over medicated?  We 
have natural alternatives

Saturday March 15 Body, Saturday March 15 Body, 
Mind & Spirit FairMind & Spirit Fair

Chair Massage • Energetic Body Work • Reiki Sessions • Aura Chair Massage • Energetic Body Work • Reiki Sessions • Aura 
Photographs • Mini Astrology Readings • Medical Intuitive • Photographs • Mini Astrology Readings • Medical Intuitive • 

Connect with your Angels • Psychic Readings • Aroma-therapy Connect with your Angels • Psychic Readings • Aroma-therapy 
(personal oil included) $15-15 minutes  • Walk-ins welcome(personal oil included) $15-15 minutes  • Walk-ins welcome

OPEN Wed-Friday 10am-5pm
Saturday 10am-2pm

277 N. Babcock St.
Melbourne, FL 32935

321-757-7522

See www.herbcorner.net for free recipes, articles, info

Energetic Bodyworker on staff
Psychic on staff

Amazing Geodes, Gems &
          Minerals          Minerals

CRYSTALCRYSTAL
CONNECTIONCONNECTION

Two locations to serve you:Two locations to serve you:

Also: Angel Gifts, 
Incense, Music, 
Cards, Singing 
Bowls, Candles, 

Jewelry, Oils

Crystal Connection
311 Gulf Blvd
Indian Rocks Beach
727-595-8131   

Crystal Connection
Aliki Plaza 

396 S. Atlantic Ave
Ormond Beach

386-673-0014     
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Your listing here for just $1.50 per word.  Mail your listing with payment by 10th of 
the month preceding publication or email to HorizonsMagazine@aol.com

OUR COUR CLASSIFIED ADSLASSIFIED ADS
AUTHORS WANTED by COOLBEAT AUDIOBOOKS!  
www.CoolBeat.biz wants to record (and sell) your 
book/manuscript. Talk to us at:  coolbeatbiz@yahoo.
com or, in Sarasota, 941-376-COOL(2665)

EXPERIENCED CERTIFIED PSYCHIC MEDIUMS 
NEEDED at Cassadaga Hotel.  Ask for Diana  
386-228-2323 or send resume Post Offi ce Box 235, 
Cassadaga FL 32706

ANGEL READINGS AND MESSAGES.  
Visit www.HearingYourAngels.com or 561 314-5832.

EARN EASY $$$. NO EXPERIENCE, 
NO CONTRACTS,  NO OBLIGATION, 20% 
commission for contacting existing advertisers.  
Email Horizonsmagazine@aol.com 

SEEKING DONATIONS OF SEVERAL USED 
TABLES  We are seeking two display tables approx. 
30”x72” in useable condition, looks don‛t matter.  
Also two small rolling tables approx. 18”x24” or 
hospital tray tables Call 321-722-2100  
or email Horizonsmagazine@aol.com.

PRODUCTION INTERN AT HORIZONS MAGAZINE
We have an opening for 2 production interns.  These 
unpaid positions include incomparable networking 
benefi ts and are good FREE training in the publishing 
business.  Email your interest to Horizonsmagazine@
aol.com.

WORLD PREMIERE RELEASE - YOU CAN HEAL 
YOUR LIFE, THE MOVIE-Louise Hay has helped 
millions of people with her simple message: “Every 
thought you think is creating your future.”  
www.youcanhealyourlifemovie.com

FOR SALE HOME IN CASSADAGA a large 2 
story home coverted into 4 furnished apartments 
$150.000   386-473-3618

UPGRADE YOUR IMAGE, DRAW MORE BUSINESS
Web Design & More www.horizons.isabelsmith.com

INTERESTED IN ANGELS? 
   See www.acushlasangels.com

DOLFUN SWIMS IN BIMINI, BAHAMAS!  Find your-
self in magical, turquoise waters and let the wild dol-
phins touch your heart.   www.dolfunswims.com

FREE BULLETIN BOARD www.bodymindspiritnews.com

LIFE @ AWHISPER: www.atawhisper.com 

EYELASH EXTENSIONS, http://eyelash.bravehost.com  
727-432-0008

SPIRITUAL CRUISES www.bffcruises.com 
888-420-7514

“Clean, Natural, Renewable Energy”

Every hour the Sun 
provides us with enough 

energy to power the world 
for a year.

• Solar Water Heating
• Solar Pool Heating
• Solar Electric

Solar Experts since 1982 

Federal and State Rebates

(321) 729-0207        www.BrevardSolar.com
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An international tax accountant turned entrepreneur turned writer 
for “the Universe,” and one of the teachers for the bestselling book 
The Secret, Mike Dooley has found his calling. Mike lives in Orlando, 
Florida, where he runs TUT‛s Adventurers Club. He also travels 
internationally, speaking to thousands on life, dreams, and happiness.   
www.tut.com to sign up for free daily Notes from the Universe!

NOTES 

from the 

Universe

Self Improvement Seminars
Monthly at The Henegar Center for the Arts
Wednesdays 6-7 PM Downtown Melbourne

*Basic Manners, Self Care*
*Verbal and Nonverbal Communication Skills*

Please call for prices, discounts and credentials
Social Skills & Adventures

321-751-4766

unny, most folks “there” are 
waiting for a sign of sorts from 
folks “here,” before they make 

a move, take action, or commit.   
Same “here.” 

    The Universe

P.S. Good thing we have eternity, 
huh?

Two locations: 
 511 Canal Street 

386-423-9190

And Beachside  
217 Flagler Ave

386-423-6922

New Smyrna Beach 
www.alottascents.com   alottascentsgifts.com

Come see our new classroom space!

New Age Gifts • Incense • Oils 
Candles • Gems  Jewelry • Cards  

Angels • Books • Music 
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Writer-producer-artist-musician Sharon Janis 
is the author of Spirituality For Dummies, 
Secrets of Spiritual Happiness, and Never to 
Return: A Modern Quest for Eternal Truth.  
Visit her website for inspiring book excerpts, 
streaming videos, devotional chanting, more: 
www.sharonjanis.com 

...continued on page 29...

always deal with always deal with 
godgod

God is a metaphor for that which transcends all levels 
of intellectual thought.   –Joseph Campbell 

One great practice for spiritual happiness is to strive, in 
every situation, to deal primarily with God.  For example 
when a potential employer is interviewing you for a job, or 
when you‛re hoping a landlord will rent you that apartment, 
instead of only asking or begging these folks in your mind, 
on paper, or in person to give you what you want, fi rst ask 
God.  

Keep your attention focused on the divinity that expresses 
through every person and circumstance, and you will be 
uplifting every interaction into the arena of spiritual happi-
ness.  

Ask God for what you want, and ask God to guide you to 
want what is best.  Trust God as the depths from whence 
all outer situations arise.  Nothing ultimately comes from 
people or circumstances anyway; everything ultimately 
arises from the divinity – called by many names, including 
God – that creates and acts through all people and circum-
stances.  

Beneath, behind, and throughout all things is God, the 
dreamer of this dream of life.  Therefore, you can always 
choose to address the God in anything and everything. 

f the word “God” doesn‛t accurately represent your 
personal image and relationship, then please feel free 

to replace this word with any He, She, It, form, or form-
lessness that works for you. I‛m using the term “God” in its 
general sense, and not as described by any one religion or 
tradition.  The word “God” in this book refers to generic 
God – in plain white wrapping, and ready to be dyed and 
decorated by your own creative worldview.

Awaken to spring Awaken to spring ...awaken your spirit with two 
marvelous experiences with Maya Malay

 April 4,5 and 6
Dwelling in tranquility...

Meditation Retreat  Take 3 days for refl ec-
tion, restoration and rejuvenation.  Quiet the 
mind and fi nd inner peace.  Learn to maintain 

a tranquil state amongst the commotion of  
daily life. Experience the beauty and mystical 
energy of  famous Kashi Ashram, Sebastian, 

FL.  Retreat style lodg-
ing, Vegetarian Meals, 
Daily Yoga.  All inclu-

sive cost: $395  $25 early 
registration discount

May 7-13 Sedona & The 
Grand Canyon, Arizona. A unique Ad-
venture in this spiritual land of  sacred 

energy and beauty.  Vortex experiences, 
Daily Meditations, Yoga,  traditional 
Sweat-Lodge, Rebirthing on the Red 

Rocks are just a 
few of  the events 
planned for this 

unique tour.  
$1,475 (airfare 
not included)

For more info, call 
Maya Malay 

[561] 832-0224

 or Marybeth Hegarty 
(561)767-0205

or email 
MarybethHegarty@yahoo.com 
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-Patricia J. Crane, Ph.D. is an author, 
speaker, and workshop trainer. She is 
committed to assisting people worldwide 
develop the skills they need to create a 
truly magical life personally and profes-
sionally. www.SkillsforLifeSuccess.com or 
www.hylteachers.com 

The journey of the heart is truly the only journey there is.

elationships seem to be one of the hottest topics 
these days. Everyone wants one, but hardly anyone 
seems happy once they‛re in one! Most of the time 
when we are talking about relationships, we mean 

those intimate ones with a signifi cant other. However, rela-
tionships abound in our lives, with a range from casual to in-
timate. In truth, all relationships provide us with opportuni-
ties to grow spiritually and practice unconditional love. Here 
are a few basics to remember when you are dealing with 
issues in relationships, whether with an intimate partner, a 
friend, or even a business colleague.

Relationships replay childhood dynamics and unhealed 
wounds. We bring others into our lives who will trigger these 
replays and thus help us with healing the past. Do you have a 
history of abandonment? Because of the Law of Attraction, 
you will tend to attract those who will abandon you until the 
old hurts are healed. With the “abandonment scenario” in our 
psyche, you may fear abandonment so much that even when 
you attract a good relationship, you do things (like being too 
needy and clingy) that push the person away and result in 
abandonment. 

Set aside some quiet time to review your childhood and what 
you learned about relationships growing up. How are these 
themes being played out in your life today? Although just un-
derstanding the dynamics doesn‛t instantly heal the feelings, 
it does give you a new perspective on why you have attracted 
the type of relationships you have up until now. You can then 
respond differently to the issues when they come up. 

Relationships mirror parts of ourselves. We are quite com-
fortable with the wonderful and lovely parts of us we see re-
fl ected in others. When we see “negative” parts of ourselves 
refl ected, we are often sure it‛s “the other person‛s prob-
lem!” This is called projection. The stronger your reaction 
to a “negative” part of someone else, the more likely you are 
judging some part of yourself.

The person who is your greatest teacher is the one who 
bothers you the most! When you are reacting strongly 
to someone, ask yourself- “Who does this remind me of? 
How old do I feel? What is it that is really bothering me?” 
Perhaps the person reminds you of a domineering sibling or 

someone else signifi cant from your childhood. When these 
feeling gets triggered, welcome them, because you have an 
opportunity to heal them
 
Take responsibility for your feelings and reactions. A 
Course in Miracles tells us that everything out there is a 
projection from inside. Be willing to take back your projec-
tions. Rather than blaming the other person, ask yourself, 
“What can I learn from this?” and “What are these feelings 
really about?” 
 
Communicate your feelings without judgment. Your per-
ception is your perception. It is not the Truth. The other 
person‛s perception of the situation is different, or there 
wouldn‛t be an issue. Use “I” language (I feel...) to acknowl-
edge that you realize the feelings are yours. Be open to 
listening to another point of view and working things out. 
 
Be willing to see things differently and forgive. The poet 
William Blake once wrote this very short poem to his wife, 
“Throughout eternity, you forgive me and I forgive you.” 
Blake succinctly shows us that forgiveness is most needed 
for those closest to us. However, forgiveness is important 
in all types of relationships. Forgiveness is not condoning 
the behavior of someone else: it is a gift to yourself that 
frees you from the tyranny of the past. When you are 
willing to see through the eyes of Spirit rather than the 
(always judging) eyes of the ego, miracles of healing occur. 

RELATIONSHIPS 101RELATIONSHIPS 101
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Louise L. Hay is a metaphysical teacher and best-
selling author of numerous books, including You Can 
Heal Your Life, Empowering Women, and The Times 
of Our Lives. For a free catalog call (800) 654-5126 
or fax: (800) 650-5115  Please visit www.hayhouse.
com. For info on becoming a certifi ed teacher of 
Louise Hay‛s philosophy, call Patricia Crane at (800) 
969-4584 U.S. & Canada, or at (760) 728-8783 
internationally.

Dear Louise...Dear Louise...

ear Louise, I‛ve been going through a bad 
period, and decided to make changes in my life.  
I know that when we introduce changes in our 
lives, other issues arise. Recently I started to 
have tachycardia (a rapid heartbeat), which oc-

curs when I‛m surrounded by a lot of people. I also think 
I‛m having panic attacks, and when I start to feel nervous 
it becomes worse.  What should I do? I would really ap-
preciate your help. G.V. 

Visit www.myspace.com/fprf

Paranormal 
Investigations

Florida Paranormal Research Foundation

Other Website:  www.fl oridaparanormal.com
E-mail Floridaparanormal@yahoo.com

Metaphysicians’ Circle
Interesting talks on Metaphysical Topics

We meet in the Melbourne Municipal Band 
Room  behind the Melbourne Auditorium 

on Hibiscus Blvd, just west of US1, east of 
Babcock St.  Park in back & walk in.

PSYCHIC FAIR  1st Sunday  of each month   

321-537-3843

Sunday evenings        7-8:30pm    $2 fee

Dear G.V.,  Tachycardia is part of what happens when you 
have a panic attack. Being nervous and scared makes it 
worse. What is it you‛re truly afraid of? It is most of-
ten our success that frightens us rather than our failure. 
Subconsciously you may think that upon fulfi lling a goal you‛ll 
discover that either it doesn‛t make you happy or it could 
be taken away. It‛s imperative to constantly remind yourself 

that this is the moment in which you‛re either enjoying or 
not enjoying your life. What you‛re feeling now is creating 
your tomorrows. Listening to CDs with stress-free affi rma-
tions and working with a therapist are wonderful ways to be 
supported on this healing journey. You do not need to do it 
all alone.
 
Dear Louise, Lately I‛ve been feeling frustrated by friends 
and relatives who are negative, dull, whining, or unapprecia-
tive. I try to counsel those people but feel that my words 
fall on deaf ears, and it‛s getting exhausting! How do I know 
whether to “mend” or “end” a relationship? Also, recently 
I ran into three people I haven‛t see in many years: the 
mother of old friends I‛m not speaking to, a guy I had a 
fl ing with years ago, and an old woman whose 17-year-old 
granddaughter just passed away. Is there any meaning 
behind those meetings? K.C., Lansdale, PA

Dear K.C., People who are negative, dull, whining, or unap-
preciative could never understand what you‛re talking about, 
so don‛t even try. When I fi nd myself in a similar situation, 
I‛ll give out one sentence only. If the other person picks 
up on it and wants to know more, fi ne. If not, I leave them 
alone. Never waste your time or energy on people who aren‛t 
interested. Just be true to yourself and your beliefs. Those 
who aren‛t meant to be in your life anymore will just fall 
away.  The three people you talk about are showing you that 
the Universe is giving you some opportunities to practice 
forgiveness and love. I would pay attention and at least 
forgive in your own heart.  Affi rm:  I forgive. I let go. I am 
at peace with in my own heart and with all of life.

Dear Louise,  I‛m from Argentina but have been living in 
Florida for about ten years. Nine years ago I began suf-
fering from right-knee pain. To date, I‛ve had four surger-
ies—the last was a tendon transplant. I‛ve been a vegetarian 
for more than 20 years but am not sure I‛ve been eating 
a proper diet. What did you do to rid yourself of cancer? 
Almost everything I eat seems to upset my stomach, so now 
I‛m eating potatoes, carrots, and a banana for breakfast.  
I‛m almost 48 and want to get rid of my depression and pain. 
Thank you so much for your help. G.D., Miami, Florida

Dear G.D., What I did what worked for me (meditation, 
eating right, affi rmations) might not work for you. Every-
one‛s body is different. Nutrition is a huge part of any type 
of healing regimen. I recommend that you fi nd a nutritionist 
immediately. Stomach condition can emotionally mean pro-
longed uncertainty about how things are going to come out, 
along with an inability to say no to demands due to a fear 
of rejection and abandonment. It sounds like this may be 
what is going on with you. I also highly recommend Healthy 
Healing—An Alternative Healing Reference, by Linda G. 
Rector Page, N.D., Ph.D. It is a great source for alternative 
healing techniques.  In the book, Dr. Page recommends an 
alkaline diet for gastritis that includes plenty of soluble-
fi ber foods, whole grains, brown rice, fresh fruits, and 
vegetables among other alternatives. 
 Affi rmations for you: I trust the process of life. 
Nothing in the past or present interferes with the divine 
right fl ow of my life. I am healthy and happy right now. 



com.

Chapter 4 ~  Prayer

rayer is a supremely powerful tool, yet I believe 
that we need an updated and clarifi ed understand-
ing about what it actually is and how it works. Many 

folks relate to prayer solely as something repetitious that‛s 
said at a Catholic mass or while holding a rosary. While I 
respect chanting and other repetitious mantras, when I‛m 
speaking about prayer, I‛m referring to establishing a con-
scious dialogue with God, the Universe, your soul, life force 
itself, and much more. 
 Prayers are requests we make of our Higher Power to 
align us with a different force fi eld, a new center of gravity 
and power source. This allows us to release our subconscious 
mind‛s allegiance to our ego and the messages of the outer 
world that are programming it so that it can be infused with 
Divine inner guidance for our lives. One prayer can allow 
heaven to intervene and vibrationally shift your energy, 
aligning you with your soul‛s intention and highest potential 
in any circumstance.
 But what is prayer if it‛s not solely repetitively chant-
ing? What is this tool that triggers events to unfold for the 
highest good of all via a transmission of grace? Prayer can 
be many things: visualizing God sending light to surround 
and heal someone going through a diffi cult circumstance; 
speaking to God about the day; requesting strength, cour-
age, or patience to endure a diffi cult time; asking the Uni-
verse to give you guidance in any situation; lighting a candle 
in a church on behalf of someone else; and much more. Es-
sentially, it can be any request for Divine intervention in any 
circumstance; it can also be an offering made to the Earth.
 Prayer has many forms that often serve as a vehicle 
for dialogue with a Higher Power and as a ritualized way to 
channel the Divine into our lives and those of others. How-
ever, one thing stands out clearly to me from my years of 
service as an intuitive: The prayers we say and what we ask 
for through them reveal an awful lot about how we perceive 
reality, what we value, and what gives us meaning on the 
journey of life. Think about that for a minute. What kind of 
spiritual conversations do you have? What do they reveal 
about your reality?
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...continued on page 39...

Transforming Transforming 
fate into destinyfate into destiny

The following excerpt is 
taken from the new book, 
Transforming Fate Into 
Destiny by Robert Ohotto. 
It is published by Hay 
House (February 2008) and 
available at all bookstores 
or online at www.amazon.

321-452-2625 www.UCSL.org

Positive, Practical Christianity 
for Today’s Families & Community

Sunday Service 10:00 am

4725 N. Courtenay Pkwy
2.5 miles north of 528

Merritt Island, FL
Email ucsl@bellsouth.net

 for Spiritual Living
UNITY CENTER 

Rev. Rose Whitham

Children’s Church - Growing Kids with Love 10am

Church Yard Sale & Open House
Saturday, March 1st , 8AM-2PM
With Kids Bounce Room & Games

Dolly the clown
Everyone Welcome!

Spiritual Strengths Workshop
Saturday, March 8, 10-12:30PM

With Rev. Therese Lee 
and Rev. Rose Whitham

Cost $12

Chakra Alignment Meditation
Saturday, March 8, 7PM

Led by Revs. Janet & Robert Buck
Sacred sounds of the crystal bowls 
to revitalize the physical, mental & 

emotional bodies. 

Mindfulness
Staying In the Present With Spirit, 

Tuesday March 11, 7-9:30PM
With Gary Mascher, B.S.O.T.

Experiential workshop on the uses of 
spirituality & mindfulness.

Easter Celebration
with Special Guest

 the ”Easter 
Bunny”

& Easter Egg 
Hunt

March 23 
Sunday 
Service 
10AM

Weekly Activities
Gentle Yoga

Tuesday, 5:30-6:30PM

Music Together
Thursday, 3:30-4:30PM

 4:30-5:30PM

Buddhist Meditation
Friday, 7:30-8:45PM

Reiki Healing and Meditation
3rd Sunday of Month, 

11:30AM

  SpiritualHypnosis.com
  Past Life Regression
  Karmic Regression
  Future Life Regression
Gary W. Fisler, R.Ph., c.Ht.      Life Between Lives Regression
                    Other Hypnosis Services (see website)



“The future depends on what we do in the present.”
Gandhi

MeditationMeditation
hat you do in each moment ultimately adds up to be 
your future. Thus, there is no reason to worry or 
fret about the future, because you have complete 

control of each moment you live today. Create the best mo-
ments you can and your future will consist of what you de-
sire. Discontinue your habitual need to pollute the present 
with regret and guilt from the past and constant worries 
about the future. Center yourself and exude excellence in 
the now and the future you desire will take care of itself.

PersonalPersonal
 Journaling Journaling

What will you do today in order to create a better future 
for you and your loved ones? How will you focus entirely 
upon the present?

____________________________________________    

____________________________________________

____________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

Today, I will focus all of my thoughts and energy on the 
present moment.
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Your Daily Your Daily WALKWALK
Richard A. Singer Jr. is a therapist living 
in the Cayman Islands.  The following is 
from his new book, “Your Daily Walk with 
the Great Minds of the Past and Present”. 
To learn more, visit his Web site http://
www.yourdailywalk.org./ or E-Mail him at 
RAS9999@aol.com. 

CALLING ALL COURAGEOUS SOULS!

Learn how to experience MORE of 
God‛s Love and Truth in your daily 
life when A.J. Miller speaks on the 
soul‛s journey from incarnation to 
heaven‛s highest realms.

Talks planned for 2nd week of March in Melbourne and 
Cocoa.  Call 321-433-1920 or visit www.soultruth.com

Key Largo Blue
Plant Nursery and Woodworks

    Herbs                                                       Tropical
    Produce                                                Cabinetry
    Native Plants                             Butterfly Plants
    Bamboo                                           Adirondacks

100 Valkaria Road, Grant-Valkaria, FL

321-952-6114   
Email moonmother8@gmail.com

Rev. Clara Gross

1500 Cassadaga Road • Cassadaga, FL 32706 
Res.   407-323-7957

386-774-9388                 
What does 2008 hold for you?

Psychic - Medium
Spiritual Counseling

CASSADAGA, FLA  

Phone Readings Available
MasterCard, Visa accepted

676 West Ave. (Woods Plaza) Cocoa     321-735-0028

For your magickal & spiritual needs

Fae Gathering
Fridays, Saturdays  

Tarot Readings 
2–6pm $30

 
Reiki Healing, Meditation, Wicca, Altar Supplies, Crystals, Candles, 

Herbs & Teas, Pagan & Gothic Jewelry & Apparel
ONCE A MONTH TABLE TIPPING/SEANCE

Email Sandy at ffaegathering@cfl.rr.com 

Tuesday March 11 11am-5pm 
Mini Herbal Readings 
with Merlin of Merlin‛s Herbs
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You Can’t Afford the 
Luxury of a Negative 
Thought Animal  Spirit Animal  Spirit 

GuidanceGuidance
 By June K. Brown   Animal Spirit Guidance is my 
passion. My Church is my backyard, the beach, or the 
grocery store parking lot. Everywhere I look, I see 
the omens sent to me from The Great Spirit, guiding me daily on my 
quest to spiritual enlightenment. Thank you Grandmother Spider! 
Email June at moonmother8@gmail.com The NEW  Way

           A spiritual  community for today
                      Rev. Suzan Bailey

  
  Come join us as we celebrate 
         love, life and diversity through uplifting 
                 music and positive, inspirational messages.
  

Meets Sunday Mornings at 11:00 am
3435 S. Fiske Blvd in Rockledge (Knights Of Columbus Bldg)

www.thenewway.us

Chicken

hich came fi rst; the chicken or the egg? Some might 
say it was the chicken because the Higher Power 
made all animals complete.  Others might say it was 

the egg because we all had to start 
from somewhere.  I‛m not sure that it 
matters, really.  I‛m not worried about 
the way that everything happened.  I 
just know that we are all here, animals 
and humans alike, for a reason.
 You may be wondering why I 
would bring up Chicken as an animal 
for spirit guidance.  I fi nd chickens 

quite fascinating.  After all, I own fourteen hens.    Chicken 
represents fertility.  They lay eggs every 25 hours like a well 
oiled machine.  As long as you take good care of them, they 
keep producing.  Unfortunately for me, my chickens actually 
went through an infertility faze.  No eggs, at all, for two 
months! They are getting old so I thought that maybe they 
were done with laying, but they weren‛t really old enough to 
completely stop.  Plus, I had acquired two young hens from a 
neighbor so I should have been seeing at least a few eggs in 
the nesting boxes.
 I fi nally starting seeing a pattern with my hens and my 
life.  Infertility.  And I am not talking about the “baby type” 
of infertility here.  I am talking about the unproductive 
manner that my life seemed to be in.  My husband was 
between jobs, we were having a hard time making ends 
meet and the work that was promised to us kept getting 
pushed further and further back on the calendar.  I stopped 
working on writing projects and began working on acquiring 
woodworking jobs for my husband.  It was as if everything 
was going in slow motion.  One step forward, fi ve steps back.
 I decided that the only way for motion to begin was 
to start paying attention to my hens.  I needed to learn 
something from them.  I didn‛t know what it was at the time, 
so I just watched them.  I checked on them every hour, 
making sure their water was always fi lled and that their 
feeder was always full.  
 You know what I found? An egg.  Along with that egg I 
found one of the new hens pecking at it, breaking it up and 
eating the shell!  I knew that there had to be an explanation 
for this.  I asked my friend at the feed store about my 
situation and he told me that chickens will eat their eggs 
if they are defi cient in calcium.  So I bought calcium 
supplements (oyster shells) for the hens and started putting 
it in their feed.  It worked.  My hens stopped 
damaging the eggs.
 Are you wondering where I am going with 
this? Okay, here it is… It‛s all about balance.  
Productivity cannot happen if there is an 
imbalance in your life.  

 My chickens were imbalanced because of a calcium 
defi ciency and having two new hens thrown into the mix.  
 I was imbalanced because I had to work really hard to 
make that “one step forward” only to fi nd that I had gone 
fi ve steps back.  
 My husband was imbalanced because he didn‛t have any 
work and couldn‛t provide for his family.  
 My kids were imbalanced because they were worried 
about everything that was going on.  
 We were all on one side of the scale without any weight 
on the other to keep us from falling off the edge… brutal to 
say the least.
 How did I fi x this? Simple.  I pulled back on the “reins” 
and simply stopped killing myself trying to fi nd work with 
builders that didn‛t know us.  I handed the phone to my 
husband and asked him to call some of his woodworking 
buddies to see how they were doing.  Most of them had the 
same story as us, “The economy is bad” or “The work just 
seems to have dropped off”.  But… there was one friend 
who, although he was feeling the economic pressure, had 
been able to get a contract for making custom entrance 
doors.  He didn‛t have the means to make the doors as well 
as we could and asked if we were interested.  
  Ta-Da! Work would be coming our way.  My husband 
had a job lined up! 
 The scales started tipping in the right direction.  My 
husband felt better and started getting more work.
 My kids felt better and started helping out around the 
house more.  I felt better and was able to squeeze in some 
time to write a few stories.  
 Balance was being restored.  Fertility reigned once 
again!
 This doesn‛t mean that I stopped 
making cold calls to all of those 
builders, though.  After all, only 
a fool puts all of her eggs in one 
basket! 

A gift from above
Readings by 

Ericka Boussarhane
www.coldcasepsychic.com

Psychic Medium    (850) 941-4321 



Productos para
La Suerte, Amor y el Trabajo

Velas de todo tipo, yerbas 
naturales, estatuas, religiosas 

para la casa y carro 

561-682-0955561-682-0955
4047 Okeechobee Blvd • Habitat Plaza4047 Okeechobee Blvd • Habitat Plaza

West Palm Beach, FL 33409 • Across from Mercedes Benz dealerWest Palm Beach, FL 33409 • Across from Mercedes Benz dealer
Al frente de Mercedes Benz Dealer • Tuesday - Saturday 10am-6pmAl frente de Mercedes Benz Dealer • Tuesday - Saturday 10am-6pm

Specialized herbal baths and personalized oilsSpecialized herbal baths and personalized oils

• Bibles
• Crosses
• Religious Statues
• Candles
• Religious Candles
• Spiritual Baths
• Bath Salts & Oils
• Spiritual Oils
• Crystals
• Crystal Jewelry
• Talismans
• Charms
• Herbs
• Incense
• Spiritual Books
• Beadwork
• Rosaries
• Prayer Cards
• Ritual supplies
• Xango Distributor
• St. Joseph “Sell My 
Home” Real Estate 
Statutes

Must present coupon. Not valid with 
any other offer. Expires 3-31-08 HM 

10% OFF10% OFF
JewelryJewelry

Must present coupon. Not valid with 
any other offer. Expires 3-31-08 HM 

Spiritual ReadingSpiritual Reading

$5 OFF$5 OFF
By Appointment Only

Call 561-682-0956

Botanica San Expedito is expanding!Botanica San Expedito is expanding!
Visit us at our new store frontVisit us at our new store front

STILL in the Habitat Shopping PlazaSTILL in the Habitat Shopping Plaza
In Unit 129In Unit 129

Larger store, more inventory, online shopping.Larger store, more inventory, online shopping.
For your spiritual needs.For your spiritual needs.

Sarah Spiritual
Spiritual Advisor

Sarah Spiritual has designed 
unique bath salts, shower gels, 
aromatherapy mists and oils.

Botanica San ExpeditoBotanica San Expedito
Essentials for Your Body, Mind & Spirit

Miracles Happen EverydayMiracles Happen Everyday

Gift Certifi cates AvailableGift Certifi cates Available
www.botanicasanexpedito.com
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alachua County 
(352) gainesville
(386) high Springs
A Rock shop & more
HIGH SPRINGS EMPORIUM  386-454-8657
660 NW Santa Fe Blvd (441)
Gemstone Jewelry & More

CHURCHES
SERAPHIM CENTER AND CHAPEL
412 NE 16th Avenue                 352-373-3133
http://www.seraphimcenter.org/

HEALTH FOODS
MOTHER EARTH MARKET  352-331-5224 
MOTHER EARTH MARKET  352-372-1741

PSYCHIC READER
REV. DR. JANET CLAIRE MOORE 373-8047
Channeler, Medium, Ordained Minister, 
Licensed Counselor

Brevard (321)Brevard (321)
Melbourne, CocoaMelbourne, Cocoa
ACUPUNCTURE
SUSAN HATHAWAY, Ph.D., AP       723-3017
1900 Palm Bay Road NE, Suite #B Palm Bay 

DAVID RINDGE, D.O.M., L.Ac., R.N. 751-7001
279 N. Babcock Street in Melbourne 

ASTROLOGY REPORTS
ANDREA de MICHAELIS $22
Spiritual Astrology - Compatability, Transits
Reports focused on soul growth and mission
Emai horizonsmagazine@aol.com with name, 
birth date, time (if known) and location.
MC Visa Am Ex Paypal - Choose Email or Mail

AURA PHOTOGRAPHy
PATRICE GIBBS                   321-412-4434
Ask about parties and seance events

UNIVERSAL PATH CENTER  459-0208
2460 N. Courtenay Pkwy Merritt Island

UNIVERSAL LIGHT OF CHRIST CHURCH
Rev. Pat Raimondo. Sundays at 11am 
414 N. Hwy AIA, Indialantc       729-9495

CUSTOM WOODWORKING 
KEY LARGO BLUE              321-952-6114
Email Bill Brown at JBr340@aol.com

Divine Intervention 
REV. BRENDA ESPINOSA PhD     751-2925
Spiritual Life Coach                321-693-1261 
www.divineinterventionministries.com
Custom Oils, Gifts, Counseling, Readings

HEALTH FOODS
APPLESEED 1007 Pathfi nder Rckldge   631-1444 

THE HEALTH STATION     AIA     773.5678

NATURE‛S MARKET & CAFÉ   US1  254-8688 

PINETREE HEALTH                       777-4677 

SUNSEED CO*OP Cape Can  AIA    784-0930

SUZAN‛S HEALTH HAVEN           728-3930
924 E. New Haven Avenue
(In the new Railroad Emporium) 

WILD OATS Store & Cafe Hwy192  674-5002 

HERBS & GIFTS
HERB CORNER                          757-7522 
277 N. Babcock Street in Melbourne

MAMA JO‛S SUNSHINE HERBALS 
1300 Pine Tree Dr.  IHB                779-4647

MEDITATION
ANDREA de MICHAELIS Andreahugs@aol.com
Breath & Mantra Meditation since 1972
Breathe awake The One inside

PSYCHIC READERS
REV. APRIL RANE                   321- 639-8738
Medium, psychic channel and tarot 

JORIE EBERLE                        321-638-0367
Spiritual Teacher, Reader, Advisor, Classes 

 Alphabetically By County Alphabetically By County
To place your ad here for just $5 per line and mail it with payment by the 10th of the month before 

to:  Horizons, 575 Escarole St SE, Palm Bay, FL 32909-4802   Email HorizonsMagazine@aol.com    

Our Phone Directory...  321-722-2100
BOOKS & GIFTS
AQUARIAN DREAMS             729-9495 
Large Selection of Books, Unique Gifts, Global 
Imports, Crystals & Jewelry. 
Serving Brevard since 1986.  
414 N. Hwy AIA Indialantic  
www.aquariandreams.com

CREATIVE ENERGY                         952-6789
Incense, Music, Jewelry, Books, More
Come visit the magical little purple store 
located in  Historic Downtown Melbourne
See ad on page 12          835 E. New Haven 
Ave

EARTH SHINE   407-267-5704
4269 S. Hopkins Ave. in Titusville

ENCHANTED SPIRIT                       784-2213
Treasures to inspire the spirit, soothe the 
soul
320 N. Atlantic Ave (AIA) Cocoa Beach

NATURE‛S CALL Merrit Mall     986-8735

SPEEDY PAC/Ship/Gifts/Decor    728-2415 
Interchange Sq. Malabar Rd west of I-95
 
WHAT YOU LOVE TO DO            504-0304
602 Brevard Ave in Downtown Cocoa Village
Visit us at www.whatyoulovetodo.com

WWW.ANGELSBYFELICIA.COM   917-3757

CHIROPRACTOR
VICKI M. MERRICK, DC                952-7004 

CHURCHES
CENTER FOR SPIRITUAL AWARENESS 
5 RosaLJones Dr Cocoa                634-5188
www.gardenchapelcsa.org  

CHRIST CHURCH OF POSITIVE LIVING
1353 N. Courtenay Pkway Suite U
Merritt Island                       454-4109 

UNITY CHURCH MELBOURNE     254-0313
1745 Trimble Rd www.unityofmelbourne.com 

UNITY CENTER FOR SPIRITUAL LIVING    
4725 N. Courtenay Merrit Island  452-2625 

UNITY CHURCH ON THE SPACE COAST 
2000 South St in Titusville            383-0195
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ELLEN DOREEN  Psychic/Medium 298-1624
256 Brevard Ave, Cocoa Village

KATHRYN FLANAGAN Cocoa Vlg  591-5171
Advisor • Teacher • Tarot • 602 Brevard Ave

LILA CARTER         264-8930
Spiritual Medium & Pet Psychic

CHANNELED READINGS WITH YVETTE.  
Please call 757-7522 or 474-0201

REFLEXOLOGY:
Ki Tomlinson  www.108kisses.com 321-821 2376

Reiki
MICHAEL T. COKER                954.328.1599
Reiki sessions, circles, and classes! Try
Reiki in a powerful pyramid structure! 
Visit us via the web: www.gotReiki.net

Therapy
SPIRITUAL PATH FOUNDATION 951-8774
 Reiki, Regressions, Shamanic Healings, 
Counseling (in person or by phone)

YOGA & RETREAT
YOGA SHAKTI MISSION            725-4024
3895 Hield Rd in Palm Bay (off Minton Rd

BrOWARD (954)BrOWARD (954)
FT. LAUDERDALEFT. LAUDERDALE

BOOKS & GIFTS
ANGEL HAVEN            522-4720
1318 E. Las Olas Blvd Ft Laud 

CRYSTAL FANTASY                        973-0903 
5111 Coconut Creek Parkway in Margate

CRYSTAL VISION            981-4992
3160 Stirling Road Hollywood 

INNER WISDOM BOOKS           596-5059
39 S. Federal Highway Deerfield Beach 

Griffin‛s Loft            625-6775
4282 S. University Drive in Davie

NATURE‛S EMPORIUM           755-2223
8041 West Sample Road Coral Springs 

NEW AGE BOOKS & THINGS          771-0026
4401 N. Federal Hwy Fort Lauderdale

CHURCHES
HOLLYWOOD METAPHYSICAL CHAPEL 
233 N. Federal Hwy, Dania Beach  923-0066
Healing 10:30 a.m., Sunday service 
with spirit messages 11:00 a.m.
http://www.metaphysicalchapel.com/

RELIGIOUS SCIENCE FORT LAUDERDALE
Center for Spiritual Living    954-566-2868
1550 NE 26th St Wilton Manors, FL 33305
www.rsiftl.com

UNITY GATEWAY CHURCH            938-5222
3701 N. University in Coral Springs 
 

HERBS
HERBAL GARDENS INC           584-6601
1219 N State Road 7 in Lauderhill 

NATURAL HEALTH SHOPPE           975-6400
2001 W. Sample Road #100 Pompano Beach
 

HEALTH FOODS
FLA NATURAL HEALTHCARE         436-6161
2064 N. University Drive in Pembroke Pines
 
HEALTH FOODS PLUS         989-3313
3341 Hollywood Blvd in Hollywood 

WHOLE FOODS MARKET
810 University Drive Coral Springs   753-8000
7220 Peters Road in Plantation         236-0600
2000 N. Federal Hwy Ft. Laud          565-5655 

WILD OATS MARKETPLACE           566-9333
2501 East Sunrise Blvd in Ft. Laud 

CHARLOTTE (941)CHARLOTTE (941)
BOOKS & GIFTS
STARCHILD BOOKS                 941-743-0800
3762-E Tamiami Trail, Port Charlotte 33952 

COLLIER COUNTY COLLIER COUNTY 
(239)  NAPLES(239)  NAPLES

CHURCHES
UNITY OF NAPLES                       775-3009 

HEALTH FOOD STORES
FOR GOODNESS‛ SAKE       353-7778

FARMER‛S MARKET        649-4866

NAPLES HEALTH HUT       513-7997 

NATURE‛S GARDEN        261-7838 

SUN SPLASH Market & Cafe        434-7721  

Duval (904) 
Jacksonville

BOOKS & GIFTS
BLACK SHEEP BOOKS       880-1895
9735 St. Augustine Road  Jacksonville 32257 

COBALT MOON       246-2131 
217 First Street in Neptune Beach 

EARTH GIFTS        389-3690
1951 Stimson St in Jax www.earthgifts.com 

CHURCHES
COSMIC CHURCH OF TRUTH  904-384-7268
1637 Hamilton Street - in Jacksonville 

UNITY CHURCH FOR CREATIVE LIVING   
2777 Race Track Rd   Jax   904-287-1505
www.unityinjax.com/

ESCAMBIA (850)ESCAMBIA (850)

CHURCHES 
UNITY OF PENSACOLA      850-438-2277
716 N. 9th Ave. www.unitypns.com

HEALTH FOODS
GOLDEN ALMOND              850-863-5811

FLAGLER (386) 
PALM COAST

ART, GIFTS, GATHERINGS
THE SOURCE LIMITED        437-3230
4601 E. Hwy 100 - Suite F-3 

Hillsborough 
(813) Tampa

BOOKS & GIFTS
COSMIC BOOK CENTER Tampa       985-2901

HARMONY SPIRITUAL CENTER  872-0295

CHURCHES
HARMONY SPIRITUAL CENTER  872-0295

Indian River 
(772)Vero, Sebastian
BOOKS & GIFTS
THE INSPIRED HEART  772-569-2877

CHURCHES
UNITY OF VERO BEACH         562-1133

Health & Wellness
Hacienda Wellness Ctr      772-567-9939 
2424 US 1 in Vero Beach Biofeedback, 
Aura Photography, Meditation, Massage
Call and ask about ongoing workshops
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Leon Cty (850) 
Tallahassee

BOOKS & GIFTS
CRYSTAL CONNECTION 
FOR MIND BODY & SPIRIT         878-8500
1105 Apalachee Parkway in Tallahassee

STONE AGE Tallahassee Mall       383-0233 

HEALTH FOOD STORES
HONEYTREE 1616 N. Monroe St      681-2000
HONEYTREE 1415 Timberlane         942-7000 

NEW LEAF MARKET           942-2557
1235 Apalachee Pkwy in Tallahassee 

Meditation 
Transcendental Meditation    850-534-0004

LAKE County
(352) mt dora

BOOKS & GIFTS
GROOVE ‘N ZEN                  352.383.0317 
411 N Donnelly Street  Ste 106  Mount Dora
http://www.groovenzen.com/

Marion County
(352) Ocala

HEALTH FOOD STORES
MOTHER EARTH MARKET               351-5224
1917 E. Silver Springs Blvd in Ocala

Martin County 
(772) Stuart 

BOOKS & GIFTS
DREAM CATCHER                            692-6957
1306 NW Federal Highway in Stuart 

MYSTIC CHRONICLE   Jensen Bch  334-1899

CRYSTALS & GEMS
BELLA JEWELRY & GIFTS               219-8648 
39 SW Osceola Street, Stuart 34994 

THE JADE,  HEALING STONES     692-9307
B & A Flea Market - Sat, Sunday 8am-3pm

HEALTH FOODS/CAFE
NATURE‛S WAY CAFE     Stuart     220-7306
PEGGY‛S 5839 SE Federal Hwy       286-1401

Miami Dade(305)
BOOKS & GIFTS
32 PATHS   WWW.32PATHS.COM   461-2341
3444 Main Hwy in Coconut Grove 

9TH CHAKRA        538.0671
530 Lincoln Road in Miami Beach 
FAIRY‛S RING       446-9315

HEALTH FOODS
WHOLE FOODS MARKET
21105 Biscayne Blvd in Aventura   933-1543 
Wild Oats Marketplace       532-1707
1020 Alton Rd. on South Beach 

WILD OATS MARKETPLACE     971-0900
11701 S. Dixie Hwy in Miami

Monroe (305) 
Florida Keys 

HEALTHFOOD/Juice Bar
GOOD FOOD CONSPIRACY            872-3945
US 1, Mile Marker 30 on Big Pine Key 

NEW AGE BOOKS,  GIFTS
BLUE MOON TRADER                     872-8864
29842 Overseas Highway in Big Pine Key 
   
CRYSTAL LOFT                               872-9390
30136 Overseas Hiway Big Pine Key 33043

Okaloosa (850) 
Ft. Walton Bch

CHURCHES
UNITY CHURCH           864-1232
110 Hulbert Road in Fort Walton Beach 

HEALTH FOOD STORES
FEELIN‛ GOOD!  Hwy 98 Destin      654-1005 

GOLDEN ALMOND                          863-5811
350 E. NW Racetrack Rd in Ft Walton Bch
 
THE NAME IS NATURAL               244-8336
Store/Cafe-99 Eglin Pkwy Ft. Walton Beach

Meditation 
Transcendental Meditation    850-534-0004

Orange County 
(407) Orlando

BOOKS, GIFTS
AVALON    Hillcrest St in Orlando   895-7439

SPIRAL CIRCLE 750 Thornton        894-9854 

HERBS 
LEAVES & ROOTS                  407- 823-8840
9434 E. Colonial Drive in Orlando 

Meditation Gallery
ART.GIFTS. CLASSES           407-830-1276

Palm Beach (561)
BOOKS & GIFTS
CHANGING TIMES                          640-0496

CRYSTAL CREATIONS           649-9909

SECRET GARDEN                          844-7556

SHINING THROUGH           276-8559

CRYSTAL GARDEN           369-2836
2610 N. Federal Hwy Boynton Beach 

DREAM ANGELS     561-745-9355

SPIRITUAL AWAKENINGS   561-642-3255
4469 S. Congress Ave #121 in Lake Worth

WITCHES HAT    561-656-1775
1107 Royal Palm Beach Blvd Royal Palm Beach

CHURCH / CLASSES
UNITED METAPHYSICAL CHURCH
528 S. Haverhill Road WPB     561- 686-0217 

UNITY OF THE PALM BEACHES
www.unitypb.org                     561- 833-6483

www.UnityChurchintheGardens.com

HEALTH FOOD/CAFES
NATURE‛S WAY                  
103 South US Hwy 1 Jupiter  561-743-0401
11911 US 1 in N. Palm Bch       561-627-3233

NUTRITION S‛MART  561-694-0644
4155 Northlake Blvd Palm Bch Gardens  
www.nutritionsmart.com

REIKI
REIKI  PALM BEACH GARDENG      818-7103
Reduce Pain, Stress.  Help Heal Injury, Illness
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Pinellas County 
(727) St. Pete, 
Clearwater

BOOKS & GIFTS
LEMURIA BOOKS & GIFTS         360-9773
371 Corey Avenue in St. Pete Beach 

MYSTIC GODDESS Largo             530-9994 

OTHER WORLDS St. Pete            345-2800

SERENITY NOW BOOKS/GIFTS 787-5400 
3269 Tampa Road in Palm Harbor

CHURCHES 
UNITY OF CLEARWATER         531-5259

PEOPLE‛S SPIRITUALIST CH      686-8362

TEMPLE OF LIGHT                       538-9976

CRYSTALS & GEMS
CRYSTAL CONNECTION        595-8131
311 Gulf Blvd in Indian Rocks Beach 

Sarasota (941)
BOOKS & GIFTS
ELYSIAN FIELDS Midtown Plaza  361-3006

STARCHILD BOOKS & GIFTS       743-0800
3765 Tamiami Trail Ste E in Port Charlotte 

CHURCHES
CENTER OF SPIRITUAL AWARENESS
Sundays 10:30am 3590 Tuttle Ave 926-7828
 
SHRINE OF THE MASTER           953-6620 
Metaphysical Christianity Sun 10:30a  7:30p 

UNITY OF BRADENTON             739-6568
4200 – 32 St West Sunday 10am 

UNITY CHURCH OF PEACE          423-8171
Veterans Blvd Port Charlotte Sunday 10am
 
UNITY CHURCH SARASOTA       955-3301
Wednesday 7-7:45pm Sunday 10am 

UNITY CHURCH OF VENICE        484-5342
125 N. Jackson Rd Sun 10:30am Wed 7pm 

HEALTH FOOD STORES
RICHARDS WHOLE FOODS   941-966-0596
1092 S. Tamiami Trail in Osprey 9:30 – 5pm

THE GRANARY 1930 Stickney Pt  924-4754
THE GRANARY 1279 Beneva Rd    365-3700

SPIRITUAL - INTUITIVE
www.carlamary.net     941-729-5142
 

 Seminole (407) 
LAKE MARY 
Sanford

BOOKS & GIFTS
ELEMENTAL CROSSINGS     407-321-9633
311 South Park Avenue, Sanford, FL 32771
Email: admin@elementalcrossings.com 

SOUL PURPOSE                     407-321-4953
177 No. Country Club Road in Lake Mary, FL  
Books, CDs, incense, candles, crystals

UNITY CHURCH OF CHRISTIANITY
4801 Clarcona Ocoee Rd ORL 407-294-7171

CRYSTALS AND GEMS
TIMELESS TREASURES      407-314-7478
Flea World – Sanford – A/C Bldg 300 #38 

MERLIN’S HERBS 
Highest quality herbs, teas, tinctures and 
honey.  Available at FleaWorld Row C-21 in 
Sanford 386-956-7473

St. John’s (904) 
St. Augustine

BOOKS AND GIFTS
PEACEFUL SPIRIT   904-827-1334
Jewelry, Crystals, Aromatherapy Oils, More
501 Anastasia Blvd in  St. Augustine, FL

THE RISING MOON            866-974-7464
58 Spanish St St Augustine 904-829-0070
Visit us at www.therisingmoon.com 

St. Lucie County 
(772) Ft Pierce

BOOKS AND GIFTS
DREAMCATCHER                       692-6957
Emerald Plaza 1306 NW Federal Hwy Stuart 

ORGANIC DAY SPA
THE COTTAGE White City            489-8364 

SPIRITUAL CENTERS
UNITY OF FORT PIERCE              461-2272
3414 Sunrise Blvd Weunity@bellsouth.net 

Volusia (386) 
Daytona, New 
Smyrna, DeLand

books and gifts
A LOTTA SCENTS                        423-9190
511 Canal Street in New Smyrna Beach 

CASSADAGA Camp Bookstore       228-2880 

MERLIN‛S VISION                       738-4056
100 S. Woodland Blvd in Deland 

THE PURPLE DOOR                         774-9928
1427 S. Volusia Ave Orange City 10am-6pm
jewelry, crystals, c.d.s, books and much more

ChURCH,BOOKS,CARDS
UNITY OF DAYTONA BEACH       253-4201
908 Ridgewood Ave Sundays 9:00 & 11am
 

CRYSTALS, GIFTS MUSIC
CRYSTAL CONNECTION             673-0014
396 S. Atlantic Avenue in Ormond Beach 

Energy Sessions
ASSISTANCE & BLESSINGS    473-3530                
Visit www.BioGenesis.us  for more info.
Then call for Appointment * Cassadaga

HERBS AND GIFTS
SPICE OF LIFE HERBS                734-0035
214 W. Beresford Ave in Deland  Wed 5-8pm 
Sat & Sun 10-5pm  www.spiceoflifeherbs.com 

MERLIN‛S HERBS now available at 
The Purple Door.  High quality herb, teas, 
tinctures, honey and other h.   1427 S. 
Volusia Ave. Orange City, Fla. 32763   386-
774-9928 or www.purpledoororangecity.com

PSYCHIC READERS
REV. ALBERT J. BOWES        386-228-3209
In Cassadaga – see display ad page 3

psychicS rocks&Gems
PURPLE ROSE  in Cassadaga  386-228-3315

GEORGIA 
BOOKS & GIFTS
MINDFUL EXPRESSIONS    
68 N. Main St in Clayton,  706-782-5755



Caring for
you r hea lth and
the environment

321-777-6433
www.HealthyLivingExpos.com

To Promote the Religion, 
Science, and Philosophy 

of Spiritualism

IFSK Director
Marilyn Jenquin

MeditationMeditation  &&  VisualizationVisualization  
As an Aid to HealingAs an Aid to Healing
Tuesday,  March 4th    7–8:30 PMTuesday,  March 4th    7–8:30 PM
Tuesday,  April 1st       7–8:30 PMTuesday,  April 1st       7–8:30 PM

LOCATION:
 Winter Park Church  Winter Park Church 
of Religious Scienceof Religious Science

3425 Forsyth Road 327923425 Forsyth Road 32792
Donations WelcomeDonations Welcome

                              

On-going Psychic On-going Psychic 
Spiritual DevelopmentSpiritual Development

Classes meet 7-9:30PMClasses meet 7-9:30PM
   Melbourne ~ Monday, March TBD ~ 7-9:30 PM

 NEW Jacksonville ~ Thursday, March 20th  – 7-9:30 PM
  NEW Tallahassee ~ Wednesday, March 5th  ~ 7-9:30 PM 

NEW Cairo GA ~ Saturday, March 8th ~  12-2 PM
NEW Winter Park ~ Tuesday, March 11th  ~ 7-9:30 PM  

Private Private 
ReadingsReadings  

In Person In Person 
or by Phoneor by Phone

$75 / 45 minutes$75 / 45 minutes
www.ifsk.orgwww.ifsk.org  407-673-9776407-673-9776

WHAT YOU LOVE TO DOWHAT YOU LOVE TO DO
A unique art gallery and gift boutique

showcasing what you love to do.

602 Brevard Avenue in Cocoa Village         
(321) 504-0304          www.whatyoulovetodo.com

WHat You Love To DoWHat You Love To Do  - 
a sophisticatedly funky store specializing in 

gifts which will tantalize and entice 
you with their uniqueness.

If you have not visited us lately, you will be extemely 
pleased by our new artwork, wire work and mosiac pieces.

Please remember to check on line at www.
whatyoulovetodo.com for events being 

held in our meeting place.

Sound Therapy • Tarot Reader • Spiritual Counseling
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does feel better than that one over there -- so you hold it for 
as little as 17 seconds -- and now it becomes the mid-range 
vibration. Which means, that really uncomfortable thought is 
gone altogether -- and a much better feeling thought is coming 
into view. 

Can you see how the exact opposite of that happens when 
you‛re looking for trouble: You‛re a little unhappy; you‛ve been 
locked off; you‛ve got something that‛s bothering you; you‛re 
not allowing your Well-being. So, you don‛t feel as peppy as 
you usually do, or your joints are hurting, or something. And 
so, you begin thinking about it, you begin talking about it, and 
then somebody says you might go have that checked. Can you 
see how you‛re reaching for a less good thought and a less good 
thought, and a less good thought? And then they say, let‛s take 
some tests. So, which way is that going? How many days for 
the results of the test to come back, and what‛s the condition 
of your mind during that time? More locked on, or more locked 
off? 

It‛s really easy to see how, little by little, you teach each 
other, how to lock off your signal. You‛re looking at the statis-
tics of the world of people whose vibrational patterns you do 
not know, looking at the results of their vibrational patterns 
as manifestations, and then you‛re saying, “That could happen 
to me!” And we say, that is the symptom of being locked off. 
If you‛re not locked off, it could not happen to you. And you 
say, “Well, I worry about it.” And we say, locked off. And you 
say, “And I know people that that‛s happened to.” And we say, 
locked off. And you say, “Well, bad things do happen; there is 
a boogey man out there.” And we say, locked off, locked off, 
locked off. You say, like Esther said, “But it‛s true!” as if speak-
ing something that is true gives you a little latitude in your 
vibration. Finally you come to this place where you say, “True or 

not, other people experiencing it or not -- all of what every-
body is living, and what everybody has always lived, has always 
been a combination of their locked on moments and their 
locked off moments.” And every single time, if you‛re up close 
to somebody and you get to examine the content of their day in 
terms of their mood or attitude, you never, ever, under those 
conditions question what they‛re living. Because what they‛re 
living is so evident in what they‛re letting in or what they‛re not 
letting in. 

The more joyful you are, the more you thrive. It is just 
that simple. So we wouldn‛t spend too much time trying to 
scrutinize any particular sticking point. Get off of it. Go into a 
clear space, connect with Source Energy, and then if you want 
to revisit it from a better feeling place, that‛s fi ne. But we 
would not go looking for trouble at the doctor‛s offi ce. 

 Here is the thing that we would say if you really want 
to help someone that you care about who is in the medical 
profession. Ask this series of questions: Do you see different 
things happening to different people? “Yes.” Do you see same 
solutions, medicines, surgeries, processes being offered to dif-
ferent people having different results? Answer is, of course, 
“yes”. So can you see that there must be another underlying 
issue other than the face value of the behavior of the disease 
and the face value of the behavior of the solution? In other 
words, different people are getting different results from dif-
ferent things? “Yes, I can see that there must be some other 
factor.” Are you among those who are coming to recognize that 
attitude has a lot to do with the healing process? Almost all 
would say, “yes”. Is it logical to you that someone could fi nd 
patterns of thought that hold them in such a place of resis-
tance that no matter what you, as a physician, does for them, 
their illness still prevails? “Certainly, I‛ve seen that,” they 
would say. Can you accept that someone could have, by virtue 
of whatever they‛ve been doing, a very powerful illness, and 
that somehow within the illness a strong desire could be born, 
and that somehow they could fi nd a way of looking at it that 
would allow the wellness that defi es all logic? And the answer is 
always “Yes, I‛ve read of those things. I‛ve seen those things.”  
And that can be your experience.

ABRAHAM-HICKSABRAHAM-HICKS
...continued from page 8...

Become a certifi ed Yoga teacher or enlarge & deepen your practice of Yoga!

Yoga Teacher Training Weeklong Level 1 with Edely
Training includes:
History, philosophy, postures benefi ts and con-
traindications, methodology, anatomy, breathing 
techniques, meditation and more.

Lectures include:
      * The 5 branches of Yoga / different 
               styles of Hatha Yoga
     * Karma
     * Chakras, Mantras and Sounds
     * Eight Limbs of Patanjali - Raja Yoga
      * Vedanta - Jnana Yoga

 (407) 354-0909

ORLANDO (FL)
March 10-14, 2008

Registration: $750
             9:00am to 4:00pm 

(vegetarian lunch included)

Edely Wallace BA, CYT, E-RYT, 
22 years of teaching experience, trained 

in Belgium, Brazil & US, former “Yoga 
Alliance” Exec. Board Member, former 

Yoga Consultant for “Orange County Public 
School” & Yogamatrix studio director.” 

www.yogamatrixstudio.com 

By the end of the course, trainees will have the skills needed to begin 
teaching yoga and current yoga teachers will have info and techniques to be 
more effective and experience a quantum leap in their personal practice.

2 Day Laughter Yoga Certified Leader Training (April 5-6, 2008)
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...continued from page 16...

If you’ve got your eyes on God, then no matter what 
people do, God will take care of you.  – Joyce Meyer

With a steady focus on God, you‛ll also be able to address 
your challenges with empowerment and faith. Instead of 
only trying to control outer events, you can also control your 
mind by asking, 

“What is God wanting to teach me? 

What can I learn from this challenge?  

How can I improve myself with this?  

What more can I give? 

How much more can I purify my emotions and 
uplift my motivations?” 

When you are fortunate enough to be feeling 
love for someone or something, instead of 
only saying and thinking, “Oh, I love you, I 
love this house, I love this person, I love this 
cat, I love this job,” you can add two words, 
“God as.” 

I love God as this job.

I love God as my dog.

I love God as my friends.

I love God in you, and I love God in me.  

This small step will bring greater happiness 
into your life, because you‛ll be giving your 
love to the source behind the external ap-
pearance, to the eternal truth beyond the 
facade of this ever-changing world. 

By thanking and loving God in and as everything, you‛ll be 
wearing the right prescription glasses to see the depths 
of God‛s presence everywhere.  External appearances come 
and go, but God is, was, and will always be right here and 
right now.   

Thank God, give to God, love God, get mad at God, and make 
up with God.  Consider that everything is the manifestation 
of a God who dearly loves you.  

Have the awareness that the universe loves you, and that 
God loves you.  

If some people are showing love to you, that‛s because God 
loves you so much that “He” is loving you through them.  

If nobody is loving you, then maybe God wants you all for 
“Himself”.  This way, you‛ve got all the bases covered.  

Just start with an acceptance that God loves you complete-
ly, fully, and unconditionally, and deal with everyone and 
everything as a creation and expression of that loving God 
– who sometimes shows that love in strange ways!  

With your eyes on the prize, the spiritual happiness in your 
heart will leap with joy as you bathe in the blessings of 
God‛s eternal presence and love.

Save $$$ on 1000’s of natural 
health products and services

Florida’s largest natural health
consumer discount club!

www.ConsciousLivingPartnership.com

888-285-1233

Join today
and SAVE

all year long!
Only $25.00
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Leaves & Roots
9434 E. Colonial Drive

Orlando, FL 32817
www.leavesandroots.com

(407) 823-8840 

10am to 7 pm Mon-Friday
11am to 5 pm Saturday

Closed Sundays

Over 300 herbs & 
spices IN STOCK
Over 100 Essential 
& Fragrance Oils
Herbal research 

center on premises
Aromatherapy 

Supplies  
Tapestries
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...continued from page 11 ...

 Warren Buffet does not carry a cell phone, nor has a 
computer on his desk. 

 His advice to young people: Stay away from credit 
cards, invest in yourself and remember: Money doesn‛t cre-
ate man, but it is man who created money. Live your life as 
simple as you are. Don‛t do what others say. Just listen to 
them, but do what makes you feel good. Don‛t go on brand 
names. Wear those things in which you feel comfortable. 
Don‛t waste your money on unnecessary things. Spend on 
those who really are in need. After all, it‛s your life. Why 
give others the chance to rule your life?

 As I consider Mr. Buffet‛s lifestyle and advice, I am 
most impressed by his simplicity. No cell phone?  No com-
puter on his desk?  One letter a year to each of his CEOs?  
No fence around his house? You mean all the gadgets, 
busyness, and complexity that we have been taught are so 
crucial to success, may not be necessary?  How liberating!

 Take a few moments now to consider if you could do 
your business more simply. What about your work do you 
love to do?  What do you detest?  What do you do because 
you think you must, or because others have placed their 
values and expectations on you?  What would you be doing 
differently if you let yourself have more ease, free time, 
creativity, and fun?  

 I know of a man who is the CEO of a large company. He 
was working fi ve very long days a week and the company was 
not growing. He was also highly stressed. His personal coach 
suggested that he take one day off a week and just nurture 
his spirit. The CEO agreed and took one day weekly for 
recreation and relaxation. Afterward, he reported that his 
time of refreshment created space for him to think clearly 
and fi nd more inner peace.  As a result, the other four days 
he worked became more enjoyable and more productive 
than when he was working fi ve stressed days. Your stron-
gest investment in success is inner peace.

 We have more time- and labor-saving devices at our 
disposal today than at any time in history. You can com-
municate with anyone anywhere via email instantly at the 
press of one button; shop on the Internet without ever 

From the HeartFrom the Heart

having to leave your home; get directions to your meeting 
via wireless GPS to your PDA; download music, movies, and 
podcasts without having to go to a theater or store; meet 
people, date, and have cyber-relationships without having to 
get dressed and go out. The amount of time we save is mind 
boggling. The question is: What do you do with the time you 
have saved? The answer for most people is:  work more.  
So while amazing technology saves us time, if you use your 
newfound free time to work, you are no closer to happiness.  
Maybe even farther from it.

 In light of the changes we have seen over the last half-
century, two noble quotes come to mind:  Mahatma Gan-
dhi noted, “There must be more to life than increasing its 
speed.”  Abraham Lincoln declared, “Most people are about 
as happy as they make up their mind to be.”  

 Warren Buffet is my new hero. Sometimes I wonder 
how I ever survived without a cell phone or email. Some-
times I wonder how we will all survive with it. I‛m sure we 
will, but wouldn‛t it be cool if we connected with ourselves 
and each other through the original wireless?  I think they 
call that God. 
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...continued from page 9...

TANTRA  AS  A  HEALING ARTTANTRA  AS  A  HEALING ART

 The fact that a couple shares similar goals for their 
relationship bodes well for them because it signifi es the 
couple‛s appreciation for their partnership as an entity in 
and of itself. It focuses them on it as separate from us, 
and this point of view is crucial to the health and well-being 
of the partnership.
 However, while men and women may not be so different 
in what they want for themselves as a couple, we know from 
our seminars that they are very different when it comes 
to what they want--in fact, need—for themselves as sexual 
individuals in the relationship. We have different desires, 
men and women—they are physiological, basic to our male 
and female natures. They seem, if not opposite to one an-
other, at least not conjunct. How can these differences be 
reconciled?
 The solution we teach in our seminars and workshops is 
based in part on the tantric “lifestyle” that was designed 
centuries ago specifi cally for householders – that is couples. 
The tantric texts are explicit on how the differences be-
tween the sexes can be used as a positive force in partner-
ship, how the proper combination of these differences can 
produce a near-alchemical reaction, an ether in which every-
thing fl ourishes, in which the garden of your relationship 
bursts with color and new 
life and growth, and you 
and your beloved thrive.
 The tantric goal is to 
achieve a state where 
opposites cease to exist, 
where yin and yang are in 
perfect balance and duality 
is eclipsed. On a spiri-
tual level this condition is 
considered a state of bliss, 
of ecstasy, of Unity. On a 
worldly plane, the goal is 
the same—tantric part-
ners want to fi t together 
as neatly as yin and yang. 
They seek a perfect bal-
ance where their differ-
ences are complementary. 
They aim for an ecstatic 
combination—the experi-
ence of bliss, love and 
Unity—in their relation-
ship.

 When partners are healers to each other, when they 
create light inside each other as a kind of radiation therapy 
for pain or fear or distrust, they make a profound con-
nection. This connection involves two forms of energy: the 
energy of intimacy and the energy of sexual passion. These 
are the two main ingredients in tantric loving.
 Today, men and women can learn to teach each other, 
and Tantra can help them. They might consider Tantra 
as a kind of extension course – a master class in love and 
relationship. In this continuing education, they guide each 
other, and the experience can be extremely powerful. Tan-
tric lovemaking promotes health and vitality, and both the 
man and the woman benefi t physically.
 Psychologically, too, Tantra is a healing art. Tantric prac-
tices can discharge the negative power infusing the second 
chakra (the energy center for the genitals), and in so doing 
make enormous resources of positive energy available to 
all areas of life, not just the sexual. You will discover an 
energy you never knew you had, a creative energy that will 
refresh your mind, replenish your stamina, and restore your 
enthusiasm.
 Lovemaking in the tantric sense, conscious lovemaking, 
does not come naturally; it must be learned, and couples 
must learn it together. They must be teachers, one to the 
other, and pupils of one another as well. Tantra is most 
explicit in its instructions for carrying out this education 
in the art of lovemaking, a multimedia art that combines 
increased consciousness with the fi ve physical senses, as 
well as the more ethereal psychic and spiritual senses, to 
compose its dance of love. 
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“I want to 
look back 
on my life 

and be 
giddy with 
joy that I 
was the 
one who 
got to live 

it.” 

...continued from page 7 ...

This month’s This month’s 
thoughts thoughts 

about about 
things...things...



and Now.  If you‛re in the Here and Now, you don‛t carry 
the baggage of yesterday into it; you are thinking anew.  In 
the Here and Now, you simply see the coffeepot is empty 
and you fi ll it.  In the Here and Now, you simply make cof-
fee.

 I told Jane that to partners in business, it‛s helpful to 
understand the basics of how it is all related.

 • How you feel about and treat your partner affects 
the business.

 • How your partner feels about and treats you affects 
the business.

 • Jane can‛t think about and treat John one way and 
expect the Universe to return to her anything other than 
what she sent out. 

 • The Power Of The Now says: :Find a way to release 
old baggage.  Stop thinking about it anew each day.  Change 
the thoughts every time they come up.”  That means when 
the critical thoughts arise, tell yourself, “I just caught 
myself doing it again.  My old thoughts no longer apply so I 
am going to replace them with new thoughts.that are more 
true for me now.  

 An example of replacement thoughts for Jane:

 I value John for the contributions he makes that do 
not appear on the weekly balance sheet.  I give him 
credit for every effort he expends in making our life 
and our businesses run smoothly.  I appreciate that he 
takes on the home and office administration.  I recog-
nize that he sacrifices his own playtime to work on the 
books or get the kid’s laundry done.  

Even though he doesn’t draw a paycheck, I know it’s 
important to put a dollar value to each job he does, 
and to keep a running total.  I know it’s important for 
him to see evidence that I am aware of his contribution 

and that I value it.  And that I value it enough on a 
weekly basis to figure his hours and ”income” weekly 
just like the other employees.  Tonight, we will sit 
down together and make a list of all John’s “jobs” and 
put a weekly dollar value on each.  Hmmm, what is 
a fair wage for a full time nanny, bookkeeper, land-
scaper, housekeeper, car mechanic, tax accountant, 
personal assistant, personal agent and public relations 
liaison?  Yikes, can I even afford him??

 This Spring Equinox, if Jane will continue to use her 
“replacement thoughts” she will fi nd that not only will her 
relationship with John improve, their businesses will fl our-
ish, and the renewal she has been seeking will fi nd her.  

 Besides “replacement thoughts,” these tips:  Together 
at least twice daily do a visualization session to envision the 
calls coming in, envision new people walking in the door and 
being excited about what they fi nd there.  Envision open-
ing your bank statement and seeing the balance double and 
triple.  Envision opening your email and seeing the registra-
tions and PayPal payments come in.  Envision going out to 
your mailbox and opening it and seeing lots of checks with 
your name on them.  Envision people you already know com-
ing to class or current students taking extra classes.  Envi-
sion them telling friends about it, and see them happy and 
excited about what you have to offer.  Do these visualiza-
tions long enough and often enough that you yourself feel 
excited and hopeful while you are doing them.  From that 
consciousness, people will be drawn to you and your busi-
ness.  

 It‛s the basic law of attraction at work.  And the best 
part?  Knowing that YOU are the one in charge of how much 
business you attract to yourself, that YOU alone determine 
what your income will be and how your time will be spent.  
Me?  I make my visualization time the most important daily 
priority I have.

 Oh, one more thing: Don‛t forget that ev-
erything you do and how you think and what you 
say in all other areas of your life also impacts 
your income.  We know now that it‛s all related.   
You can‛t be critical or hold grudges or be 
unforgiving or get aggravated by competition or 
the news without it impacting your income.  It‛s 
all related.  You can‛t complain about the cur-
rent administration or the state of the economy without it 
impacting your income.  It‛s all related.

 Enjoy our offering this month.  Remember, time fl ies 
whether you‛re having fun or not.  Hari Om.
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Magnetic attractionMagnetic attraction

Karen Williams of Winter Springs, FL, e-mails 
“Soulsongs” several times weekly to subscribers 
worldwide.   For a free subscription, e-mail her 
at soulsongkaren@cfl .rr.com.  She also writes 
a humor column, “Funny Side Up,” for The 
Seminole Chronicle (Florida) newspaper. Visit 
http://www.karenwilliams.net and NEW www.
abrahamfun.com.

One thought at a time, I place my attention on a happy 
memory or on the things, perhaps few, that are going right.

One thought at a time, I shift my attention away from 
upsets and focus instead on what I want to manifest in any 
area of life: fi nances, relationships, health, home, leisure, 
and community.

My thoughts comprise a powerful and pervasive magnet 
(think giant horseshoe ever over my head) that attracts the 
circumstances of my life. 

Circumstances cannot begin to change until I begin to 
change my thoughts. Then, and only then, will my situation 
improve. 

Oh my, once I get the hang of this process, there is nothing 
I can‛t be, do, or have -  health, abun-
dance, love, miracles. And the whole 
world stands to benefi t bigtime 
from my happy vibes.  

How on earth can I be happy when the world‛s in a 
mess?

How can I be happy when my body hurts or my eyes and ears 
don‛t work right?

How can I be happy when my soul mate thinks I‛m chopped 
liver and the only people who give me attention are snarling 
creditors? 

Huh? Huh? Huh?

The answer: one thought at a time. 
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Discussion Meditation GroupDiscussion Meditation Group
Spiritual Principles are discussed. We may use books by 
Eckhart Tolle, Esther & Jerry Hicks, Neale Donald Walsch, 
Deepak Chopra, Ernest Holmes, Wayne Dyer,“The Secret”

Twice WeeklyTwice Weekly
Wednesdays 7- 9:30Opm         Friday 2– 4PM  

          Not held at the church call  for locations

5 Rosa L. Jones Drive • Cocoa • 321-634-5188
www.gardenchapelcsa.org

Sunday Services 10:30 AMSunday Services 10:30 AM

Ask ABOUT Life Enhancement classes
Join Virginia Panek, RScP at “Coffee Talk” Thursday mornings at 
What You Love To Do 10:00 - High Noon - Love Offering

Mid-Week Meditations Wednesdays,6:00 -6:30 pm with Kathryn 
Flanagan, RScP at What You Love To Do - Love Offering

Center forCenter for
SSpiritual piritual 
AwarenessAwareness Rev. Virgil Gfeller

cover artcover art
Release

by rita Loyd

“I fi rst began painting Nur-
turing art when I became ill 
with stomach problems and 
chronic fatigue syndrome in 
1996. As my life slowly nar-
rowed around me from lack of 
physical strength and chronic 

panic attacks, my ego had no other choice than to step 
aside, and allow the voice of my 
spirit to emerge and comfort me 
through my artwork.

Through the years I have always 
chosen to paint images that 
encourage me to heal, to think 
positive and to love myself more. 
To fi nd the inspiration to paint 
such images I go through a 
process of self examination to 
explore where in my life I need 
the most encouragement.  To do 
this I fi rst make sure that I am 
in a mind space of self compas-
sion rather than self judgment 
for self judgment only causes me to feel self defensive-
ness rather than open and honest. 

Once I can be honest, I look at my life and see where in 
my life things are not fl owing well and I explore the rea-
sons and the misconceptions that have created this block. 
With the information I fi nd, I review my spiritual studies 
and search my spirit to fi nd a  message of wisdom.  When 
this message of truth comes through, I imagine the sym-
bolism that will translate it best into art form and that 
is what I paint. Once a painting is fi nished, it becomes a  
powerful reminder and a tool for visualization.” 

See more art by Rita Loyd www.NurturingArt.com

On her website Rita offers artwork, greeting cards,  
prints and her book “expressions of self love”. 

Contact Rita by email or phone rita@nurturingart.com or 
256 880-3935

The College of  Metaphysical Studies
The Educational Division of New Awareness Ministries, Int‛l

Authorized to operate by the Commission for Independent Colleges and Universities, Florida Department of Education

Earn a Certifi cation or Degree from 
the comfort of your own home 

The College of Metaphysical Studies (CMS) has been a leader in metaphysical 
and spiritual education since 1986. Our primary purpose is to train prospective 
leaders for metaphysical, New Age, New Thought, Spiritualist and Neo-Pagan 
communities through Distant-Learning or On-campus Training. Those persons 
not planning to become practitioners, but who only wish to pursue a solid self-
improvement program and acquire an excellent education in metaphysics and 
the spiritual sciences, are also encouraged to attend in a degree or non-degree 
status. 

We are authorized to operate as a private, non-secular college and to 
issue Associate, Bachelor, Master and Doctorate Degrees in metaphysics, 
religion, spiritual awareness, spiritual and holistic healing, esoteric studies, 
parapsychology, and the entire allied metaphysical fi eld. We also train and 
certify ministers, spiritual and holistic healers, teachers, pastoral counselors, 
mediums, intuitive practitioners, past-life regression 
facilitators and administrators. 

Write for our free booklet or visit us at 
www.metaartsandsciences.org/ 
 
18514 US Highway 19 N 
Clearwater, FL 33764
 1-800-780-META 

Dr’s. Barbara and Paul Daniele

 Email: meta@gte.net or drbarbara@cms.edu
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Calendar continued on next page...Calendar continued on next page...

Our Calendar of EventsOur Calendar of Events
Call to confi rm all events before attending to learn of last minute changes

30c per word, due with payment the 10th of the month at 575 Escarole St SE  Palm Bay  FL 32909-4802.  
You may also fax 321-722-0266 or email HorizonsMagazine@aol.com with credit card info.  

If payment is not received with listing, your listing will not be placed and you will not be called for payment.  
No calendar listings taken by telephone.   Please do not fax fl yers or press releases.

Monday MELBOURNE  Psychic / Spiritual Development Classes ~ 1 Monday / Month ~ 7:00 – 9:00 PM ~ Each class includes meditation, a 
topic/lesson, and hands–on actual practice to develop your personal skills. Private readings available by appointment.  Marilyn Jenquin, Inter-
national Foundation for Spiritual Knowledge    407-673-9776 or www.ifsk.org  

Tuesdays:  Hatha Yoga with Mike and Maggie-10-11 am at The Purple Door 1427 S Volusia Ave Orange City, Fl   Cost $10.00    386-774-
9928 or www.purpledoororangecity.com

2nd Tuesdays MELBOURNE Just Say Yes to Laughter: Come Laugh Yourself Healthy with Pegatha, 7:00 pm at Heaven Sent Wellness Insti-
tute, 4455 Pinewood Road. Call 951-2528 or visit www.justsayyestolaughter.com for details.  Love Offering

4th Tuesday JACKONSONVILLE Astrological Association of North Florida.  We meet at The Cosmic Church of Truth, 1637 Hamilton 
Street at 7:00pm.  www.astroassnnorthfl orida.com

Wednesday MERRITT ISLAND Meditation & Healing Service 12pm Christ Church of Positive Living 1353 N. Courtenay Pkwy 321-454-4109

Wednesdays CAPE CANAVERAL Kundalini Yoga with Nam Hari (TJ) 6:30-7:45pm Family Health and Wellness Center on AIA 321-626-5333 
Rivers97@rocketmail.com

Wednesdays, MERRITT ISLAND, Spiritual Discussion/Meditation Group, 7 PM Center for Spiritual Awareness 480 Sail Ln, 321-634-5188

2nd Wednesdays PALM BAY Just Say Yes to Laughter: Come Laugh Yourself Healthy with Pegatha, 2:30 pm at Izzy‛s Diner, 2145 Palm Bay 
Road. Call 951-2528 or visit www.justsayyestolaughter.com for details. Love Offering

Thursdays PT CHARLOTTE Beginner‛s Belly Dancing with Sandy Anastasi.  7-8PM. Free. Starchild. 941-743-0800 www.starchildbooks.com

Thursdays CAPE CANAVERAL Kundalini Yoga with Nam Hari (TJ) 6:30-7:45pm Family Health and Wellness Center on AIA 321-626-5333 
Rivers97@rocketmail.com

Thursdays MELBOURNE 7-9PM Mindwalk Expand your abilities! Improve your life! Weekly classes in psychic and personal development.  
Beginners and intensive workshops too!  www.SuzieMiller.com  Email Aquaaura@gmail.com  321-254-0000

2d, 4th Thursdays MELBOURNE/PALM BAY 7pm Wiccan-Pagan Outer Court Classes, Church of Iron Oak 321-722-0291
 
3rd Thursdays COCOA VILLAGE Just Say Yes to Laughter: Come Laugh Yourself Healthy with Pegatha, 7:00 pm at What You Love To Do, 
602 Brevard Avenue. Call 951-2528 or visit www.justsayyestolaughter.com for details.  Love Offering

Fridays, INDIALANTIC Spiritual Discussion/Meditation Group, 2 PM Center for Spiritual Awareness 501 Oakridge Dr, 321-634-5188

Fridays PT CHARLOTTE There is something different going on at Starchild Institute! 941-743-0800. www.starchildbooks.com

Friday INDIALANTIC 2-4pm Discussion/Meditation Group: Spiritual Principles ie Eckhart Tolle, Esther & Jerry Hicks, Neal Donald Walsch, 
Deepak Chopra, Ernest Holmes, Wayne Dyer, & “The Secret”.  Contact Rev. Virgil  321-634-5188 www.gardenchapelcsa.org

2nd Friday NEW SMYRNA BEACH 6th Sensory Lightworker Group meeting Oct. 12th at 633 US 1, NSB Call Judson for  topic more info. at 
386-847-2367 

Saturdays PORT CHARLOTTE: Channeling & Messages Mediums and Channels. 7PM. $25 pre-paid. 941-743-0800. www.starchildbooks.com

Saturdays ORLANDO Pranic Healing Circle 2-4pm With the blessings of Grand Master Cho and Master Stephen Co, Central Florida Pranic 
Healing Circle invites everyone to participate in an afternoon of meditation and healing at Christ Church Unity 771 Holden Avenue in Or-
lando.  For information, call 407 852-3940 
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Our Calendar of EventsOur Calendar of Events
Call to confi rm all events before attending to learn of last minute changes

Saturday ORANGE CITY Hatha Yoga with Mike and Maggie-10-11 am at The Purple Door 1427 S Volusia Ave Orange City, Fl   Cost $10.00    
386-774-9928 or www.purpledoororangecity.com

Saturdays ORANGE CITY Chair Massage - IT‛S AWESOME 11:30-2:30 pm  at The Purple Door  1427 S. Volusia Ave  Cost $10
  386-774-9928 or www.purpledoororngecity.com

Saturday ORANGE CITY Drum Classes:  5-12 year olds 1-2pm  Teens 2-4pm Free Drumming Drumming for Adults 7-9pm all Saturdays 
except the last Saturday of each month which is reserved for Women Only - Cost for Adult Drumming - Donation Only at The Purple Door 
1427 S Volusia Ave Orange City, Fl  386-774-9928 or www.purpledoororangecity.com

3rd Saturday, ORLANDO, 7pm.  Let‛s have a Seance.  Table Tipping with Dennis.  I also go to Cocoa, Merritt Island, Vero Beach.  For infor-
mation call 407-721-3396.  Please visit my website www.orlandopsychic.com

Sundays MELBOURNE Spiritual Lecture Series 9am Yoga Shakti Mission 3895 Hield Rd Palm Bay 321-725-4024 No fee but love donation 
gratefully accepted.  Hield Road is off Minton Road, just north of Palm Bay Road, go west a mile or so.

Sundays MERRITT ISLAND Sunday Services 10am  Unity Center for Spiritual Living 321-452-2625

Sundays CAPE CANAVERAL Kundalini Yoga with Nam Hari (TJ) 10:30-11:45am Family Health and Wellness Center on AIA 321-626-5333 
Rivers97@rocketmail.com

Sundays COCOA Sunday Services 10:30am Center for Spiritual Awareness  5 Rosa L. Jones Drive. 321-634-5188  www.gardenchapelcsa.org

Sundays MELBOURNE 9:15, 11 am Sunday Service Unity Church of Melbourne 1745 Trimble Rd (off Wickham) 321-254-0313 (see ad)

Sunday MERRIT ISLAND 11am Sunday Service, Christ Church of Positive Living, 1353 N. Courtenay Pkwy, 321-454-4109

Sundays MELBOURNE Metaphysicians‛ Circle meets at 1924 Melody Lane behind the Melbourne Auditorium.  7-8:30pm $2.00 fee. 
Info 321-537-3843 Interesting and compelling presentations on metaphysical topics

1st Sunday MELBOURNE Metaphysicians‛ Circle presents their Monthly Psychic Fair.  They meet at 1924 Melody Lane behind the Melbourne 
Auditorium.  6:00 - 9:00pm $2.00 fee. $10 for 15 minute readings   321-537-3843

2nd and 4th Sunday MELBOURNE Pranic Healing Circle 4:30-6:30pm With blessings of Grand Master Cho Kok Sui and Master Stephen Co, 
you are invited to participate in an afternoon of meditation and healing at Unity Church of Melbourne, 1745 Trimble Road  321-254-0313

3rd Sunday  DELAND Pranic Healing Circle w/blessings of Master Stephen Co at Blue Sky Yoga Center pranichealingcircles@gmail.com  

Sunday, March 2 WINTER PARK  Moving Up the Inner Journey Spiral: Breaking through Barriers - 10am to 3 pm National speaker, author 
Nancy R. Daly, guides new skills in getting unstuck using Intellect, Intuition, and Expression. $110. More details: nancy@nancyrdaly.com, 
407-673-4762.

Saturday March 8th MELBOURNE   6th Annual Healthy Living Expo – 10am-5pm. Free admission. Enjoy healthy chocolate, organic garden-
ing, acupuncture, feng shui, herbal teas, lotions and soaps, massage, yoga, meditation, holistic family and pet health, energy treatments, aura 
photography, nutritional juices and energy bars and much more. Over 85 exhibitors, workshops, door prizes galore, 50/50 drawing, free 
samples, free chiropractic screenings, and much more. Florida Tech Clemente Center 150 W. University Blvd., Melbourne. For more informa-
tion call 321-777-6433 or visit www.HealthyLivingExpos.com

March 14th NEW SMYRNA BEACH “6th Sensory Lightworkers” Dapper Dan‛s Hair Cuts, 633 US 1 at 7 PM. Barbara Richford will be speak-
ing on the “Pathwork Guide” Call Judson for more information 386-847-2367

March 19 ORANGE CITY- Visualization Boards (as mentioned in “The Secret”)  We will be making our very own visualization boards.  If you 
wish to bring old magazines - please do.  Paper and Poster Boards will be provided .  Class from 7-8pm  Cost  $8.00 at The Purple Door 1427 
S Volusia Ave Orange City, Fl 386-774-9928 or www.purpledoororangecity.com
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Our Calendar of EventsOur Calendar of Events
Call to confi rm all events before attending to learn of last minute changes

May 15-18th ORLANDO Green Earth Expo 2008 Orange Co. Convention Center World‛s Largest Sustainable Commerce & Lifestyle Trade 
Show Event!  Want to be a vendor?  Call 407-221-5200

March 21st NEW SMYRNA BEACH “ 6th Sensory Lightworks - Will study and discuss the Pathworks a spiritual path of self-purifi cation 
and self- transformation.  7PM 758 navigators Way, (Edgewater Landing), Fl. For more information call Judson 386-847-2367

March 22 ORANGE CITY CRYSTAL ENERGY FOR CHILDREN with Nick.  11am-1pm Cost $12.00 at The Purple Door 1427 S Volusia Ave 
Orange City, Fl  386-774-9928 or www.purpledoororangecity.com

March 28th NEW SMYRNA BEACH “6th Sensory Lightworks  “Share Our Gift” gathering at 7PM - 2090 Knittle Circle, NSB 32168 Mem-
bers will share there gifts and help other to discover there gifts. For more Information

Unlock the Door in 2008 
Let me help you pre-pave 

for success in 2008.

Cecelia Danas
 Certifi ed Life & Strategies Coach
321-953-3225  •   321-794-7550

Email: lifecoaching7746@aol.com

ARCHWAY COUNSELING CENTER
1503 Pine St • Melbourne, FL  32901

The key can
  be yours...

Friday April 4  COCOA  The Moses Code ~ See It Here First!!  “The 
New Way” spiritual community will be presenting The Moses Code, a 
movie depicting the story of God gifting Moses with the most pow-
erful manifesting tool in the history of humanity. James Twyman of 
The Indigo Children has written and produced this powerful movie.  
It is the fi rst time in history a motion picture will be combined with 
a world wide prayer vigil. This technique will be applied in a col-
lective prayer vigil on April 6, 2008 to create a shift in our world.  
The New Way will show a sneak preview of The Moses Code on Fri-
day April 4 at 7 pm. It will show again on its regular release date of 
Saturday the April 5 at 2 pm and 7 pm as well as Sunday the April 
6 at 3 pm.  A ten dollar love offering is suggested. All showings will 
be held at the Aquarium Building at 238 Peachtree Street in Cocoa. 
The building will be open at 5:30 am Sunday, the 6th for those who 
would like to participate in the Global Peace Prayer Vigil.    
www.doingabsolutelynothing.com/moses.php
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David Rindge, DOM, LAc, RN has 
30+ years experience in health 
care as a doctor of oriental medi-
cine, registered nurse, perfusion-
ist and respiratory therapist, is 
co-author of Laser Therapy; A 
Clinical Manual, President Emeri-
tus of the Florida State Oriental 
Medical Association and a regular 
columnist for Acupuncture Today. See ad page 40.

ould it surprise you to learn that laser light at 
low intensity has been documented to effec-
tively treat a great many conditions commonly 
believed to be chronic or progressive?  What 

can laser light at low intensity, better known as “low level 
laser therapy” (LLLT),  treat?  

Positive results have been reported by researchers in:

Acne 
Allergic Purpura
Alopecia Areata 
Arteriosclerosis
Atherosclerosis 
Arthritis 
Asthma 
Bone Healing
Bronchitis
Back Pain   
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome 
Cerebral Palsy 
Dental Applications (many)
Diabetes 
Fibromyalgia 
Headache 
Hearing Disorders
Heart Disease
Herpes
Hyperlipidemia
Hypertension 
Knee Pain
Lymphedema 
Maxillofacial Disorders 

Meniere’ s Disease
Neck Pain
Nerve Regeneration 
Neuralgia 
Neuropathy 
Pain (Musculoskeletal, 
Myofascial, Nerve) 
Pancreatitis
Peyronie’s Disease
Pleurisy
Pneumonia
Prostatitis 
Raynaud’s Phenomenon
Refl ex Sympathetic 
Dystrophy
Scars  
Shoulder Pain
·Sinusitis
Sports  Injuries    
Temporomandibular Joint 
Disorder 
Tendonitis   
Tinnitus   
Wound Healing

        To view actual research on any of the conditions above 
and more, visit www.HealingLightSeminars.com or www.
CooperativeMedicine.com and click on the ‘Laser Research 
Library’.  
      
         Is LLLT safe?  In contrast with surgical lasers, LLLT is 
generally given at levels below the threshold of heat dam-
age to tissue, which may account for its outstanding safety 
record.   In more than forty years of clinical and research use 
and over the course of more than 4,000 studies and articles, 
an adverse reaction has never been documented.  The Food 
and Drug Administration has described low level lasers as 
“non-signifi cant risk devices”.    

        LLLT has enjoyed progressively greater acceptance through-
out Europe and Asia.  Recently, the FDA has begun clearing a 
growing number of LLLT devices, and low level laser therapy is 
rapidly becoming widely available in the U.S.   
        How does LLLT work?  Laser light at low intensity adds ener-
gy to depleted cells and tissues, helping to restore normal function.   
In part this occurs as mitochondria, tiny organelles in every living 
cell accept and transform laser light to increase cellular vitality and 
promote normal activity.  The effects of low intensity laser light on 
cells have been compared to charging a battery.   
        
         Besides adding energy to enhance healing and function, 
LLLT’s anti-infl ammatory, pain relieving and antimicrobial effects 
are also well documented in a growing body of scientifi c research.    
The effects of low level laser therapy have been compared to those 
of the tricorder, the hand-held, energetic healing device from Star 
Trek able to effectively address almost any medical condition.

         Although low level laser therapy appears to be extremely 
safe, readers are advised never to stare into the beam.  Admin-
istering LLLT over a known or suspected cancer or in cases of 
photosensitivity is also contraindicated.  As with other medical mo-
dalities, low level laser therapy should be administered by licensed, 
health care professionals trained in its application. 
  

CASE STUDIES
Back / Hip Pain - GB was a 70 year old considering surgery be-

cause of pain in the right low back and hip radiating to the posterior 
thigh for fi fteen years.   He was seen for seven visits and reported 

a complete absence of pain after the fi fth session.  

Neuropathy - TD was a 56 year old diabetic male with high blood 
pressure and cholesterol whose chief complaint was “burning feet”.  
He was treated for neuropathic pain in both feet as well pain in the 
neck, low back and left elbow.  All pain scores declined progres-
sively.  He was discharged after his 8th visit and reported normal 

sensation in his feet two years later.  

Carpal Tunnel Syndrome - Surgery had been recommended for 
RS, a 35 year old female diagnosed with carpal tunnel syndrome 
a year and a half before her fi rst visit.  She was wearing braces 

on both wrists.  Immediately after her fi rst treatment, she reported 
normal sensation restored.   Mild numbness and tingling returned 
approximately a day and a half after the 1st and 2nd treatments 
but at lower levels each time.  After her 3rd treatment, sensation 

remained normal, and it has been more than four years since she 
has worn braces.

       In summary, laser light at low intensity accelerates healing, 
promotes the regeneration of tissue of many kinds, enhances cel-
lular and tissue function, reduces infl ammation and alleviates pain. 
An adverse reaction has never been documented.  It is this writer’s 
belief that LLLT is a revolutionary therapy which stands to greatly 
improve the quality of health care while reducing its costs.  Let 
there be Light in 2008

        You are invited to copy and/or reprint this article so long as you credit 
author, David Rindge, and the article is use in its entirety, unedited.  All 
content of this article is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 
License, http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/legalcode.  

Let there be Light Let there be Light 
in 2008!  in 2008!   
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...continued from page 19...
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...continued on page 42...

 By exploring these questions, I‛ve realized that our 
communication generally falls into two categories: ego 
prayers and soul prayers. Let‛s look at each of them closely 
because I‛ve found that the latter have the power to 
transform Fate into Destiny, while the former often get a 
negative response from heaven. 

EGO PRAYERS VS. SOUL PRAYERS
 We‛ve all said an ego prayer before—I know I have (and 
still do!). These are often based out of what we want, not 
what we need; and they rarely have the best interests of 
others at heart. Let‛s review an ego prayer to help you iden-
tify when you‛re saying one (oh, and let‛s also look at “God‛s” 
response!).

 Dear God, It’s Mike here. I usually don’t ask for much, but I’d re-
ally like my new Internet business selling children’s toys to take off  so I can quit 
my job. I hate my current boss. He’s always criticizing me and never appreciates 
the hard work I do—he totally reminds me of  my father!
 This new book I’m reading says that prayer and visualization are power-
ful, so I’m going to visualize making a million dollars by next year through this 
new Internet gig—could you give me a hand with that? It would be great if  you 
could help me manifest it! Then I could quit my current job, get some cool clothes, 
buy a house, lease a new BMW, and have money to travel to the Bahamas next 
fall. I could fi nally ask my girlfriend, Jane, to marry me.
 On that note, it would also be great if  you could help Jane. I do love her, 
but sometimes she’s so stubborn. I sure wish she’d change that about herself  and 
quit fi ghting with me about having kids. I know she says that she doesn’t want 
children, but I really want to start a family. If  you help me make that million, 
then she won’t have to work and might be persuaded to stay at home and raise 
kids.   Oh, if  you grant me these things, I promise I’ll give 10 percent of  my 
income to charity and be sure to give some money to each homeless person I see.  
Please let me know your answer by this Friday—please give me an unmistak-
able sign!  Thanks, God.  Mike

 God‛s answer:    My dear Mike,  In short, the answer to all 
your requests is no. So when nothing remarkable has happened by Friday, take 
note that I have turned you down. Although you cannot remember it right now, 
before you came to Earth you made certain agreements that must be upheld, and 
answering your prayer would violate many of  those agreements. 
 Let me give you a glimpse of  things from my perspective: First of  all, 
before you were born, you made an agreement with your boss that he would come 
into your life at this time to help you heal your issues with your father and how 
his criticism wounded you. This means that your boss must treat you much like 
your dad did in order to trigger your old wounds so that they surface again and 
can be dealt with now that you are an adult. There is a deep lesson here that you 
must learn. Your boss is your teacher, and until you learn what you need to and 
heal, you cannot move on to the next stage of  your life.

 This is very important to accept, because where you are going next with 
your life will require that you learn how to validate yourself  in ways your father 
could not. You are going to be running a major company in the years to come and 
will need to be a true leader with authentic soul-esteem. Since that is not done yet, 
you need to stay in the same job. 
 Second, you will soon be informed that the toys you are thinking of  selling 
are toxic due to a chemical in the plastic. Be grateful, my dear Mike, that you 
will not be able to get the business off  the ground. To that end, I am setting it up 
so that your girlfriend will “accidentally” unleash a computer virus, crashing your 
system for two weeks while news of  the toys gets to you. This will save you from 
harming children, from being sued, and from enduring much grief. Yes, you will 
be mad at Me, but take care . . . you cannot see what I can.
  Now about this fi nancial request—you are not yet mature enough to 
handle a million dollars, and you certainly are not going to give 10 percent of  it 
to charity! That amount of  cash would exploit current fl aws in your character 
that you are not aware of  and hinder your spiritual development. At this point, 
you are not able to manage the choices that come with that much money.
 Your current car works just fi ne, by the way. I will make sure it continues 
to since you do need it to get to work. I will also ensure that you have enough 
money to fulfi ll all your needs—but not your wants. Let’s look at more of  those: 
Although you do not know it yet, in two years you will be moving from Milwau-
kee to Chicago for an incredible job, so it is not wise to buy a house now that 
you will have to sell in two years. The market will be bad then. Oh, and there 
is going to be a major hurricane hitting the Bahamas next fall that would have 
taken your life, so it is a good thing that you will not have the money to go there. 
 As far as Jane goes, she is there to teach you to accept others as they 
are—and to never pray for them to change. She is not meant to have children in 
this lifetime and will soon discover that she is actually not able to. She is not the 
right person for you to commit to in marriage, and once you accept her as she is, 
you will know that. You have a contract to meet someone in three years who is 
going to want to have a family with you, so once again it’s a good thing that you 
do not have enough money for a wedding.  Mike, I know you cannot see all of  
this through your egocentric point of  view, but do not worry—I have your back. 
Love, God 

 P.S. You should already be giving the homeless a dollar and a prayer as a 
way of  affi rming your connection to Me. They are as much a part of  Me as you 
are.

 Ego prayers originate mainly out of what we think 
we want and need. As we discovered with cultural spells, 
sometimes these are things we‛re told are important by the 
media and our culture, parents, and peers. As we look at 
Mike‛s prayer, so much of what he‛s longing for comes from 
his ego‛s small perspective. He can‛t see the larger design 
of his life and how future events are going to unfold. 
 Although every prayer we say is answered without ex-
ception—whether positively or negatively—I sense that the 
ones originating in our egos might make the Divine laugh! 
And they often aren‛t effective in transforming the Fate of 
a circumstance into Destiny.  Now in contrast with this, let‛s 
look at a soul prayer.

 Dear God,  It’s Victoria here. All of  my previous requests to be a 
breakout success as a fashion photographer here in New York City seem to 
have been ignored. I’m having a really hard time in my life right now; my 
heart is very heavy. I know I’m meant to be learning things, and with Your 
grace, I can get through this period. 
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• Mark on your appointment 
book all of the events from the 
calendar you are interested in.  
That way, when the day comes 
and you’re suddenly free, 
you know about it in time to 
go. 
 
• Have friends over once a 
week to discuss articles and 
ideas.  Use Horizons as a 
basis for creating spiritual 
community where you are.  I 
especially enjoy discussing 
Alan Cohen’s articles and the 
Abraham work.   

• Find some out of 
town events and 
arrange a weekend 
jaunt with friends to 
attend new seminars, 
psychic fairs and 
discussion groups, 

CREATE  YOUR CREATE  YOUR 
OWN  OWN  HORIZONS HORIZONS 

COMMUNITY COMMUNITY 
GROUPGROUP

OUR MISSION 
STATEMENT

Established in 1992, Horizons Magazine 
is designed to inspire, educate and 
entertain those who are exploring 

the body/mind connection and seeking 
spiritual solutions to 

everyday life. 
 

OUR PURPOSE IS:  

  To provide a forum to connect those who 
seek purpose in life.  To use our combined 

power to encourage each other in our 
personal visions.  To remind you that you 
are far more powerful than you can imagine.

To establish in the minds of our readers the 
reality of the mind / body connection and 
the fact that we participate in creation of 

the reality we experience.  We do this by our 
intentions, beliefs and expectations, by every 

thought we think and every word we speak.

To promote the reality that we survive in 
consciousness after the change called death. 
To comprehend this, we promote the practice 

of daily separation of consciousness from 
the body via meditation. Once we experience 
our existence beyond physical circumstances, 
the fear of death is removed. The less fear 
of death we have, the more we see the world 
from the higher perspective and the more we 

recognize how powerful we really are. This 
frees us to begin to live more fully, 

in every moment, now.

 We‛re here to fi nd and relate to others, and 
everyone who reads these words or writes a 
word in these pages seeks to be connected 

with those who seek likewise. So, if you read 
an article that touches your heart, or an ad 

that intrigues you, call and get together with 
the person listed; or just call and introduce 

yourself and discuss their offering with them.  
Connect with each other, come to know each 

other, exchange information.  We believe that 
as we all work together, we are making the 

world a better place.

DAVID RINDGE, LAc, DOM, RN
ACUPUNCTURE PHYSICIAN 
DOCTOR OF ORIENTAL MEDICINE • REGISTERED NURSE 
OVER 30 YEARS MEDICAL EXPERIENCE • PRESIDENT EMERITUS, FLORIDA 
STATE ORIENTAL MEDICAL ASSN

We Help People Get Well And Stay Well!
• Laser Therapy
• Bio-electromagnetics
• Acupuncture
• Hypnosis
• Herbs/Homeopathy
• Thermography Screening

Sheila Rindge, CHt
Certifi ed Hypnotherapist

Behavior Modifi cation: 
Smoking, Weight Control

Overcome Fears and Anxiety

Performance enhancement:
Competitive sports, personal goals

COOPERATIVE MEDICINE
279 N. Babcock Street
Melbourne, FL 32935
321-751-7001
www.cooperativemedicine.com 
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Roger is the Principal Minister of the Church of Iron Oak, ATC.  
He is also the East Coast Presiding Elder with the Aquarian Taber-
nacle Church, an international Wiccan Church.  He loves nature and 
fi nds Spirit among the trees and fl owers, even after having lived in 
Florida for thirty years.  He can be contacted through the church 
at (321) 722-0291 or through the web page at www.ironoak.org or 
www.ironoak.us

“Beware the Ides of March!”
That famous quote from Shakespeare‛s Julius Caesar (Act 
1, scene 2, 15–19) haunts people the world over.  How many 
people forgo their worry about Friday-the-Thirteenth only 
to replace it with something sensible like the Ides-of-
March?  I have no idea! 

But in 44 BCE, Julius Caesar summoned the Senate to meet 
in the Theatre of Pompey on the Ides of March after 
proclaiming himself to be dictator for life.  A seer warned 
Caesar to be on his guard.  On that day when Caesar was on 
his way to the senate, he greeted the seer saying “The Ides 
of March has come” and the seer responded “Yes, the Ides 
of March has come, but it has not past!”  When the senate 
convened, Caesar was stabbed by a group of senators who 
were committed to the task of ending what they consid-
ered an evolving tyranny.  Now, history aside, since this is 
a metaphysical magazine, one cannot let this pass without 
observing that one should never ignore their seer!

March is the month of expectation,
The things we do not know,

The Persons of Prognostication
Are coming now.

 Emily Dickinson, XLVIII

Of course, to get to the Ides of March, you have to make 
it past the Dance of the Salii!  This happened yearly on the 
First of March.  First, remember that we are in the Roman 
month devoted to Mars which is, of course, why it is called 
March in the fi rst place.  Now, Mars was the god of agri-
culture and … well... warfare.  Many festivals were held in 
honor of Mars in March and the beginning of the month was 
marked with a very special treat!  This is when twenty-four 
Salii would dance through the streets.

The Salii, meaning  “Dancers” or perhaps even “Leapers”, 
were dressed in old military armor and carrying the sacred 
Ancile shields.  These were oblong shields that were or-
dered by the nymph Egeria to be made duplicating one that 
fell from the skies.  Twelve of the Salii who were devoted 
to Mars Gradivvs held the shield and the other twelve de-

Solar  & Lunar Solar  & Lunar 
Celebrations Celebrations 
of the Ancientsof the Ancients

march 2008march 2008

voted to a different god, Quirinus didn‛t.  Dancing and sing-
ing in festivals over the next month, the Salii would return 
their shields until the next year.  Man, talk about a party!

We try to sham becoming fi rmness,
But pompous joy

Betrays us, as his fi rst betrothal
Betrays a boy.”

Ibid.

Mar 1st - Roman: Dance of Salii, party with the war-
riors of Mars or Quirinus!
Mar 5th – Egyptian: Celebration of Isis, the goddess 
beloved by many for thousands of years
Mar 9th - Daylight Savings Time begins. Time to buy a 
new watch!
Mar 15th - Roman: Ides of March
Mar 17th – Roman: Liberalia, festival of Dionysus, not 
as one might think, a festival for liberals
Mar 20th - Vernal Equinox at 12:48 AM EST
Mar 20th – Wiccan: Ostara or Eostre.  Place a lily on 
your altar to honor the Goddess Eostre.
Mar 21st – Full “Death” Moon at 2:39 PM EDT
Mar 23rd – Norse: Summer Finding (sometimes held on 
the actual equinox)

Workshops 4 Nightly Drum Circle 4 Vendors 4 Bardic Circle
Sweat Lodge 4 Men’s & Women’s Circle 4 Beltaine Rituals & More!

F L O R I D A P A G A N G AT H E R I N G

FPG eltaine May 1-4, 2008
Camp Ocala in the Ocala National Forest, Florida

FEATURING SPECIAL GUESTS…

RAVEN GRIMASSI 4 STEPHANIE TAYLOR
CHRISTOPHER PENCZAK 4 ELLEN EVERT HOPMAN

MAGGIE SHAYNE and the MUSIC o f SPIRAL DANCE

presented by the TEMPLE OF EARTH GATHERING, INC., ATC
register@flapagan.org    www.flapagan.org    386.451.8319
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 You know that I’m currently in a job I can’t stand. I hate waiting 
tables when I have a master’s degree in art and photography—it’s so humili-
ating. I feel like such a failure. How am I going to continue to get by as a 
waitress living here in New York? Although I came here two years ago to 
explore creative opportunities in the fashion industry, nothing is panning out, 
and I feel lost and invisible. Am I on the right path? Is there another way 
I’m meant to use my talents and skills? Waiting tables can’t be all there is 
for me in this lifetime—right?
 Please show me what I need to learn so that I can go on to the next 
part of  my journey. I’m willing to look at whatever I need to within myself  
in order to heal and move my life forward.  Although I thought I wanted to 
be in the fashion world, now I’m not so sure. On the few photo shoots I’ve 
worked on, I’ve realized it’s not all it seems to be. But I want to be of  cre-
ative service to others and to capture their essence on fi lm. I just don’t know 
what to do since nothing seems to sustain me here professionally. As You 
know, I didn’t land that last job I was up for as an assistant photographer 
for Vogue. 
 What’s more, money has been really tight. Christmas is coming up, and 
I really need to see my family—please help me fi nd a way. Right now I can’t 
afford it because they live in Idaho, and it’s hard to get a cheap ticket there. 
I’m already picking up extra shifts to make more money. I miss them so 
much, so if  You could help me out, I’d really appreciate it. I need to be sur-
rounded by something real for a while; I feel like I need to get my soul back.
 And then there’s Steve, my boyfriend of  the last year. I know I met 
him for a reason, but please help me understand why I feel so insecure in our 
relationship. What lesson does he have to teach me about myself ? Please help 
us discover if  we’re meant to move further in our commitment to each other. I 
know You’re guiding us, and I hope that if  I’m not the right one for him in 
the long term, You’ll bless him with someone who is. 
 I’d really like my life in New York to begin to fl ourish; it’s been hard 
these past two years. But if  You want me somewhere else, I’m ready to accept 
that now. Show me what my soul came here to do. I’m hanging by a thread. 
Please use me in whatever way You’d like. I am Yours. Humbly, Victoria

 God‛s answer:  Dear Victoria, It is so good to receive such a 
soulful prayer from you. I have been waiting for you to say this for two years. 
I know that you have been having a hard time and things have been tough, 
but it has all led you to this point of  authentic surrender. Although you 
came to New York City wanting to be a fashion photographer, that is not 
really your dream, but only what you thought you wanted in order to belong 
and “be somebody.” Things have not worked out over the past two years 
so that you would begin to clarify what your soul truly wants to create this 
lifetime. 
 You are just about done with this lesson, my dear. I will sustain you 
through this time of  diffi culty as your ego’s desires burn out and your heart 

ignites. You were never meant to work in the world of  fashion, and you 
wouldn’t have been truly happy there. But you are indeed meant to be a 
professional photographer. When you are fi nally ready, I am going to help 
you become incredibly successful. 
 For now, you must learn the lesson of  humility and surrender. When 
you can feel just as good about yourself  as a waitress as you would being 
a famous photographer, then you will be ready for the next steps in your jour-
ney. Until then, you must stay in your current job. 
 Listen to your intuition and inner self, Victoria, for I am always 
speaking to you. In two weeks, right before Christmas, a wealthy man is 
going to come to the restaurant where you work. He will challenge you with 
his dismissive attitude, testing your humility. If  you do not match his elitist 
energy, you will be shocked to fi nd that he tips you $1,000 and you have 
enough money to go home and see your family. I will send you many signs 
and support to ensure that you succeed. 
 During your stay at home, you will feel inspired and compelled to take 
pictures of  the beautiful snow-covered landscape in Idaho. When you get 
back to New York City and develop the photos, Steve will tell you (with 
tears in his eyes) that your photos are amazing and have really captured the 
soul of  your home. This is to help you see where your true talent lies, and you 
will feel an internal shift in that very moment.  This is your soul remember-
ing its agreement with Destiny to take photos around the world that will 
help everyone who moves to New York City and struggles as you have to 
remember what matters. Part of  your purpose is to remind others of  the 
places they call home when they feel that they are lost.
 That is, in part, your true calling—your soul’s destiny. And once you 
fi gure that out, your life will take off  in many directions while your photos 
are showcased in galleries all over the city. Steve really does love you, by the 
way, and you are meant to learn how to accept that gift without doubting it 
or feeling insecure because you do not believe that you are worthy. Once you 
realize more of  your true worth, your commitment with him will deepen into 
spiritual partnership. In spite of  outer appearances, all is well, Victoria. 
And I will speak to you through your dreams tonight so that when you wake 
up in the morning, you will just know inside that everything is working out 
for your highest good because you have surrendered your life to Me—and 
have thus aligned your ego with your soul. You will wake up knowing that I 
have answered most of  your prayers affi rmatively.  Yours truly, God

 Soul prayers come from a humble place within us. We‛re 
able to speak with God this way when we realize that we‛re 
small in this vast cosmos, but we matter to each other and 
to the Divine. In fact, most soul prayers involve an element 
of surrender, humility, and a wish to be of greater service 
to life…Soul prayers animate the goodness of others and 
are the true medium for miracles. And although they can 
also arise out of our own personal authentic needs—which 
must be met to support actualizing our Destiny—these 
petitions don‛t aim to change anyone or make someone love 
us. Rather, they most often seek to channel grace for the 
highest good of all concerned and those who are connected 
to our requests. They take into account how small our ego‛s 
perspective can often be.
 Soul prayers ask of the Divine: Please infuse my con-
tribution to this situation with your deepest wisdom and 
my highest potential. Show me, dear Universe, where I am 
afraid to hear Your answer to my prayer, where I am block-
ing my own clarity, and why.

...continued from page 39...

Transforming Transforming 
fate  into  destinyfate  into  destiny
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SUGGESTED SUGGESTED 
READING READING 
& & 
LISTENINGLISTENING

The Law of Attraction:Teachings of Abraham 
by Esther and Jerry Hicks  www.abraham-hicks.com

Old Friend from Far Away: Practice of Writing Memoir by 
Natalie Goldberg  Free press/simon & shuster  www.simonsays.
com

Across the Phantom Divide by Valerie Van Haltern

Sag-ing While Age-ing by Shirley MacLaine

From www.hayhouse.com
The Astonishing Power of Emotions by Esther & Jerry Hicks

Transforming Fate Into Destiny A New Dialogue with Your 
Soul By Robert Ohotto 

The Moses Code by James Twyman

From www.yogananda-srf.org
Rare recorded talks by Paramahansa Yogananda
Removing All Sorrow (1950)
Suffering and Awake in the Cosmic Dream (1952)
The Great Light of God with Yoganannda  
Beholding the One In All with Yogananda

From www.beyondword.com
The Orb Project 
by Miceal Ledwith and Klaus Heinemann
 

MUST SEE DVDs 
The Secret Movie http://thesecret.tv/
The Secret Behind The Secret www.abraham-hicks.
com
Orbs: The Veil is Lifting with Miceal Ledwith and 
Klaus Heinemann 

Tibetan Meditation Music by Nawang Khechog 
Shaman‛s Dream  by Kerala Dream 

Kabbalah Kirtan by Yofi yah 

ATTENTION 
Psychics & Psychic 

Fair Promoters

You’re invited to be part of our newest 
project.  As a sincere psychic or psychic fair 
promoter, we know you have great interest in 

making psychics available to those looking for 
readers.  Horizons Magazine is now compiling

 PSYCHIC FLORIDA:  A 
DIRECTORY OF PSYCHICS 

AND ASTROLOGERS
This directory will be available free 

of charge online at 
www.horizonsmagazine.com  

INTRODUCTORY 
OFFER**

$10 per listing

 Our purpose with the 
directory is to offer a wide 
selection of spiritual coun-
selors and psychic readers 

in Florida, and to build a 
network of readers.  It will 

include psychics, mediums, 
spiritual counselors, 

astrologers, and stores 
that hold psychic fairs

Free!

Image www.thaliatook.com

**Each (10 word maximum) line will be $120
 per year prepaid or $75 for six months prepaid. 
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visit our New Website - 

www.horizonsmagazine.com

Barbara Lee is a Reiki Master Teacher, 
Psychic and Professional Astrologer.    
She offers phone consultations and 
a state of the art astrological chart 
service with six types of computerized reports available.   Barbara 
can be reached at 1-208-773-7822 and at  P.O.Box 3427 Post Falls, 
Idaho 83877and on the web at www.IntuitiveRefl ections.com, or  by 
email at barbaralee21@verizon.net  

Psychic & Astrological 
Phone consultations

Astrological Chart Service

Visa / MC accepted
Email barbaralee21@verizon.net      www.IntuitiveRefl ections.com

208-773-7822

Order a Natal Report and receive  a 
one month Transit Report FREE

Barbara LeeBarbara Lee

Aries: March 20 to April 19/20 “I Am”.  
Thoughts in your mind need to be dealt with. Com-
municating your issues is of the utmost importance. 
You may fi nd yourself running in circles frantically 
like birds trying to feed their young. Your personal-
ity wants to keep pushing, but your soul would like to 
spend some time on refl ection.

Taurus: April 19/20 to May 20/21 “I Have”.  
Right now it seems that your relationships are the 
best they have been for a long time, with the potential 
for continuous and positive improvements. You seem 
to be at a standstill with yourself, however, because 
of your lack of patience with your personal progress. 
Don‛t be critical about what you can‛t change, only 
proactive about what you can change.

HOROSCOPES  FOR HOROSCOPES  FOR 

Gemini: May 20/21 to June 21 “I Think”.
You are hoping to make powerful changes happen in 
your pursuit of what you realize is a community en-
deavor. Start by fi nding a common thread that can be 
shared by all eager participants. Adventure may also 
take you by surprise as you open yourself up to the 
romance of living your own truth.

Cancer: June 21 to July 22 “I Feel”.
What you need now is balance to help calm your ner-
vous stomach. Change is on the way; your body senses 
it before your mind can comprehend what is coming. 
Pay attention to your health by reevaluating your eat-
ing habits and exercise regime. All in all, it is time for 
you to take care of you.

Leo: July 23 to August 22 “I Will”.
You will be in the limelight (your favorite spot!) this 
month. People from all over will contact you to have 
access to your energy. Your time to shine has arrived, 
just come from your heart and not your ego. The ener-
gies entering your life will offer you opportunities to 
express yourself in expansive and creative avenues.

Virgo: August 22/ 23 to Sept 22/23 “I Analyze”.
You are at the half way point to your next birthday, 
and you feel guided to move in different directions. 
Your heart is opening more, allowing a wider variety of 
people into your life and releasing your tendency to be 
critical. You will let go of old grievances as you learn to 
be more compassionate.

Libra: Sept 22/23 to Oct 23 “I Balance”.
You are experiencing a powerful personality make over! 
Now is the time to pay attention to the inner prompt-
ings you are receiving about changes you would like to 
make for yourself. It would be better, though to take 
the magnifying glass off of yourself and learn to be 
more understanding about your inadequacies.
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UNIVERSAL PATH CENTER
2460 N. Courtenay Parkway 
#210 Merritt Island, FL 32953 
In Brevard, call 321-459-0208 

Toll Free 1-866-904-PATH
Rev. Violet 321-638-0194  Email Violet@cfl .rr.com 
Rev. Sigi   321-452-2079   Email Sigi340@aol.com

UNIVERSAL PATHUNIVERSAL PATH  
CENTERCENTER

Your Gateway To Spiritual FreedomYour Gateway To Spiritual Freedom

Reiki, Level One $75  
Reiki, Level II: $75 
Master Level: $200

Call Rev. Sigi  

Wednesdays 1pm 
Healing Service 4pm     

A.R.E.  (Love Donation)
 

Rev. Violet & Rev. Sigi 
Are Available For 
Weddings As Well 
As Counselling By 

Appointment 

Rev. Sigi Is 
Available For 

Clinical Hypnosis
by Appointment

 Ask about 
classes, geared to 

acknowledge your 
true God-Self

Sunday 
Services 

10:00am 

Scorpio: October 23 to November 22 “I Create”.
This Spring your I Am energy will come into your 
vibration like a testosterone rush. The phase in your 
life you began a year ago has come full circle. You can 
now move forward into the light free from past bur-
dens. Friendships will play a large role in helping you 
with your boundary issues. You will have no time for 
old control tapes and power trips. Stand your ground

Sagittarius: Nov 22 to December 21 “I Perceive”.
The power surge still continues, as you take more con-
trol of your life. You might reexamine the roles some 
of your friendships have played in your life, as well as 
the affect you have had on others. Always keep your 
integrity in any group endeavor.

Capricorn: Dec 21 to January 19/20 “I Use”.
It seems you just can‛t get away with anything lately. 
You will learn not to try to hide your actions; they 
will always be exposed. The signpost should be clear 
to you. The character-building experiences you are 
undergoing will restructure your life in positive ways. 
Keep trying. You‛ll succeed.

Aquarius: Jan 19/20 to February 18 “I Know”.
Your inner struggles now are all about wanting to cre-
ate positive change in yourself and your life. Trust 
yourself so that you can achieve your goals. Things 
worth having are worth waiting for; as long as you put 
energy into what you want, it will happen at the appro-
priate time.

 
Your fi nances are being adjusted to the demands of 
work situations. The Universe is telling you to do what 
you love so the money will follow. Either change your 
attitude, or fi nd a job more suitable for your emo-
tional fulfi llment and creative expression.



WHAT WILL A TRANSIT CHART TELL ME?
This report describes future trends, particularly 

psychological and environmental changes you are 
likely to encounter.  What cycle are you in?  This 

report will show you where planets are NOW, where 
they are headed and how to make the most of it. 

UNCOVER YOUR 
UNCOVER YOUR 

SOUL’S MISSION
SOUL’S MISSION    

A transit report each month shows you 

which planets are affecting you.  It brings 

insight into what area of life you’re working 

on spiritually and gives you  guidance to 

overcome challenges.

Predictive Astrology 
for Spiritual 

Transformation

Soul Centered Soul Centered 
AStROLOGY AStROLOGY 
ReportsReports  

by Andrea de Michaelis

$22 each    $22 each    321-722-2100321-722-2100

UNLOCK THE FUTUREUNLOCK THE FUTURE
What should I be doing with my life?

 

WHAT ARE THE POTENTIALS? WHAT ARE THE POTENTIALS? 
Newborn • Birthday • Wedding  

WHAT ARE THE REASONS? WHAT ARE THE REASONS?  
Death * Health • Accident • Loss

ARE YOU A PERFECT MATCH?ARE YOU A PERFECT MATCH?
Lover/Friend Chart Comparison $22

NEW! ... NOW EVEN MORE DETAILED 

Are You interested in Are You interested in 
...understanding how you relate? 

...what attracts you to each other? 
...how to heat up your love life? 

NEW! A Comparison that shows you how 
to harmonize with each other 

NEW! Major Themes in the Relationship: 
What Brought You Together 

NEW! Destiny of your relationship and themes 
of romance and sexual attraction.  

DISCOVER your Compatiblity with a friend, lover, boss,
‘ family member - anyone!

   Is this a soul-mate or karma-mate? Unfi nished business? 

UNCOVER your strengths, challenges, possible past lives 
together. What can you expect to face this time around?

EVALUATE  a potential business client.  Impress your date.

WORK OUT the pros & cons of a partnership,
 merger, or contract.

Benefi ts of learning basic astrology include: 
Avoiding repetitive personal mistakes. 

Resolving guilt over past mistakes. 
Knowing that a tough time in your life is happening for a 

good reason and has a beginning and an end. 
Removing prejudice about others who are made up of the

 same ingredients as yourself even if they are arranged differently. 
Being able to learn from history.

Improving relationships with spouses and children.

Email Horizonsmagazine@aol.com    Visit www.horizonsmagazine.com 



Sundays 9-10am 
Sunshine Lectures
Talks on Spiritual Topics

First Saturday of  
month at noon 

Vegetarian luncheon  $7

YOGA SHAKTI YOGA SHAKTI 
MISSIONMISSION

Ma Yoga Shakti

YOGA YOGA 
CLASSESCLASSES

$7 Per Class 
$25/mo unlimited 
evening classes

Monday
Gajendra - 7:00-8:00 p.m.

Tuesday 
Maryann and Jim Loafman  
7:00-8:00 pm

Thursday
Val Anderson
9 -10 am

Thursday
Chip & Shyama 
Iacona 
7-8 pm

Full Moon Puja 
Satya Narayan Katha 

Bring Fruit, Flowers
and a Pure Heart 

5 pm Call for dates

Ramayan Chanting 
Sundays 10:15-11:15 am 

Bhajans/Kirtans 
First Wednesday of Month 

6.45- 7 45 PM

YOGA SHAKTI YOGA SHAKTI 
MISSIONMISSION
3895 Hield Rd NW 

Palm Bay

321-725-4024321-725-4024
yogashaktipb@yahoo.com

www.yogashakti.org

BOOKS BY MA YOGA SHAKTIBOOKS BY MA YOGA SHAKTI
Yoga Syzygy Guide to Hatha Yoga $15 
Techniques of Meditation to Enhance 
Mind Power $10
Shri Satya Narayana Katha $5 
Hanumaan Chalisa $5 
A Spiritual Message $5 
The Seven Invisible Psychic Lotuses $10 
Yoga Aasana Chart $2
Chandogya Upanishad $5

Friends of the 
World Gathering 
20th April 2008
Call early to reserve vendor booth 
space and get on the performance 

schedule 



As hopeless as any situation 
feels, it‘s really only your thoughts 
that you’re dealing with. And you 
have the power to change those.  

Louise Hay

HORIZONS MAGAZINE
575 Escarole Street S.E.
Palm Bay, FL 32909-4802

321-722-2100

KRIYA YOGA CONGRESS
THE SECOND INTERNATIONAL

2008   AUGUST 28 - 30   ATLANTAw w
ATLANTA MARRIOTT CENTURY CENTER HOTEL

MEDITATION SEMINAR & KRIYA YOGA 
INITIATION with ROY EUGENE DAVIS

a direct disciple of Paramahansa Yogananda

Interactive Sessions with Guest Presenters
Ellen Grace O’Brian, Samuel Sasu, Ron Hadsall, Martin Wuttke,
Norma Chirolla, Steven Ridley, Swami Prajnanananda,
Swami Nirvanananda (devotional chanting)

Ayurveda, The Natural Way to Total Well-Being
Patanjali’s Yoga-Sutras • Devotional Chanting
Neuroscience of Meditation • Hatha Yoga • qiGong
Books, DVDs, CDs, and Free Literature
Vegetarian Banquet and Special Program

Tell Your Spiritual Friends About This Unique Opportunity
All Welcome    Donation Basis    Reservations Required

Request a Kriya Yoga Congress brochure from:
Center for Spiritual Awareness

PO Box 7   Lakemont, Georgia 30552-0001

Tel: 706-782-4723 weekdays 8 a.m. – 3 p.m.
Fax: 706-782-4560    e-mail: csainc@csa-davis.org

Information is on our web site: www.csa-davis.org

Ordained by Paramahansa Yogananda in 1951, Roy Eugene Davis has
taught spiritual growth processes for more than five decades in North
and South America, Europe, Japan, West Africa, and India. Parmahansa Yogananda


